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It ls as hard for the good to —
— suspect evil, as lt ls for the bad
to suspect good.—Cicero.

On Church History
Three Lectures To Be Given

In Episcopal Church By

Hallowell Rector

“THOSE WERE THE HAPPY DAYS”

BOOSTING FOR SHOE FACTORY
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
During the recent get-to-gether of the Chamber of Commerce at
Temple HaU, I told of a shoe factory desiring to come to Rockland.
My promise at that time was “if Rockland people would work as hard
as the Industrial Committee has, and will, it could be a reality by
Christmas."
I would like to see every service club and every woman’s club get
solidly behind this proposition. With a united effort it wiU wipe unem
ployment out of Rockland. Of course I don’t know how you want to
do ycur part, but let's all do all we can. Everybody can help some.
Talk it over with your friends; it’s everybody’s job and everybory's
industry.
Action has already been taken by your Chamber of Commerce.
Rest assured that the Chamber, with L. A. Thurston as president,
and Thomas 11. Chisholm as chairman of the Industrial Committee,
you have a right to expect action.
FREEMAN 8. YOUNG.

The Buck Was Not Dead After Being So Pro
nounced—A South Hope Woods Tale

of the Childs house.
Twice this season Mr. Clark has
tlon." the Wednesday lecture, “The
Had Ed. Powell been at hls 8outh
Church during thf Reformation” , Hope residence Tuesday morning he seen deer when he and his trusty rifle
were far apart. He watched them
and Thursday “The Results of the would have needea cotton plugs in
until they jumped the fence into the
Reformatlon.”
I his ears to shut out the sounds of Childs pasture. Then he crossed
The lecturer will confine himself war reverberations breaking the usual their tracks and notified the Upham I
to the Church of England and the serenity of that popular spot known boys. Lou and Russell. They were
Liturgy which was the center of the as The Community Sweet Shop.
busy so A. J. took Lou's rifle and i
social life. He will endeavor to re
This is how it started: C. C. Childs went back up the hill.
create the times, the mind, the phil went deer hunting at dawn, leaving
Meantime, Arthur Robbins, al-'
osophy and spirit of one of the most his pasture in front of the house, though working, had both eyes wide
eventful periods of world history unguarded. The Pushaw family— open and had seen the deer about
and Christian civilization.
, John, Jack. Harry and Winnie (Jack's the same time they entered the fields
The lecturer is Rev. HerDert van wlle>—were also hunting. Arthur . from the direction of Ragged MounCouenheven, Rector of St. Matthew's Robbins of Union, telephone man, tain. He watch them pass “A. J."
Church. Hallowell. Many will
re- was digging a post hole near the and wondered, not knowing the abmember him in a very simulating lec- guilds' residence. A. J. Clark 'sence of rifle, why he did not shoot,
ture on China and Japan given this bad started to wa;k to Rockland but Now it was up to him. He stepped
fall in the Undercroft: also at the Ju®* as he reached the water tub ] to his car, loaded his 30-30 and went
Teacher s Convention in Portland near ihe Rockport line he saw two Into Childs pasture. Before Clark
Father Van. ls not only gifted in large deer trotting slowly across the 1 had even started back, he fired twice
brilliance of description but is world open fields parallel with and near at the leading deer—a large doe. She
traveled having spent many years the main highway in the direction disappeared into the alders which
were not large nor tall but quite
in the Far East; hence his viewpoint
thick. Then A. J. appeared and'
is not provincial.
guarded two exits while Mr. Rob
The lectures will be 50 minutes
bins went to see if his shots had been
long, beginning exactly on time.
OCR SPECI.AL SALE OF
effective.
Those of the public who are inter
Nothing came out. Then two more
ested in historical subjects will be
COMBINATION
most welcome. The lectures are free
shots were heard from Mr. Robbins.
SUMMER AND
Then silence. Then came hunters
to parishioners and friends.
WINTER DOORS
from every direction. Mr. Robbins
had crippled the big doe at one of
Is Extended
first shots and finished her at the
WHILE THEY LAST *
second. The smaller buck was still
in the alder thicket. He was sur
2 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 6 in.
If you are interested in purchas
2 ft. 8 in. X 6 ft. 8 in. CC OC
rounded and there was no possible
ing a new or second hand Marine.
2 ft. 10 in. x 6 It. 10 in.
J
escape for him.
Automotive or Stationary Diesel or
3 ft. x 7 ft
Every man in the crowd was a sea
Gasoline Engine, we havr an at
Strictly Cash At Our Yard
tractive proposition to offer. Write
soned deer hunter and every freus for full details, stating size and
I quenter of the South Hope genera!
type of engine you require.
store knew that none ever missed
CHAS. E. STARRETT
RAPP-IIUCKINS CO.. INC.
! game, even as small as a running
138-148 Beverly Street,
! chipmunk or a flying humming bird.
WARREN, MAINE
Boston, Mass.
Route I Telephone 6-12, Warren ! Harry Pushaw started the drive in
“Established 1900"
which were A. J. Clark, Jack Pushaw
Laikin Thorndike and last, but certainly not least, Mrs. Winnie Pushaw
j who guarded all the exits.
•Look out, I’ve started him."
Bang, and bang again from Larkin!
i Then at tiie roadside a bang or two
; more from Mrs. Pushaw's rifle, and
i it was no popgun but the same rife
with which she got the turkey at the
• • •
American Legion shoot Sunday.
“Don't shoot again, Winnie. You've
got him."
Brooders—Coal, Oil, Electric, Wood. Draft

GOING FAST!

ENGINES

JAMESWAY

POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Equalizer Dempers. Four inch and five inch
Pipe, Roof Flanges, Smoke Hoods. Check
Waterers and Feeders. Laying Flock Waterers,
Feeders, Nests, Dropping Board Scrapers. In
cubators, Battery Brooders, Laying Cages.
Ventilation Systems

Dairy Equipment

Iron Clad For Farm Buildings—Will Not Rust
Your JAMESWAY Dealer

THOMAS JOHNSON
CUSHING, MAINE
Visit Our Exhibit At The Portland Poultry Show, Dec. 15, 16, 17
142’lt

Ups and Downs of the Stock Market

Dont’ Bother Our Stockholders. Their
Shares Are Always Worth 100% and
They Pay Liberal Returns.

Then it was over of course and A.

J. leaned his borrowed rifle against
the fence. He and Mt. Robbins
dragged the doe almost to Mr. Robbins car when they looked back and
saw that the little “dead' buck had
come to life and was crossing the
road toward the rear of the Sweet
Shop, pursued by a rain of bullets
which had absolutely no effect whatever. Harry Pushaw. armed with a
shot gun. had stood over him and
pronounced him deceased.
“A. j." continued his trip to Rockland, glad that his record for fine
markmanship had not been bleml ished, as he had not fired a shot.
Mrs. Pushaw. disappointed with tht
result of her really excellent shooting, was not satisfied, and taking
the trail of this elusive "critter" was
an hour or so later rewarded by find
ing him, and by another well-placed
shot, secured her "game” which wel
come news was received by the writer
on his return from Rockland.
A. Jay See
Union, Nov. 26.

DANCE

PREPAID SHARES PAY 3%
They cost $200.00 each. Dividends are paid semi-annually in cash
in April and October.

Counce Hall, Thomaston

INSTALLMENT SHARES PAY 4%
They are paid for at the ratp of $1.00 per month and Dividends are
added Semi-annually until each share reaches a value of $200.00.
They are then exchanged for Prepaid Shares or withdrawn in cash.
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Rockland Loan and Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In keeping with my efforts of many years to serve the needy blind
and deserving aged, it pleases me to advise you that after contacting
Social Security in Washington that back pensions will be paid in full
and new allotments are expected to begin in about one week. Likewise
it gives me pleasure to say that from the same source I learned that
the serious delay has not been occasioned by Governor Barrows. In
stead. from thr beginning, he lias been untiring in obtaining early pay
ment of pensions.
CLYDE H. SMITH,

Member of Congress.

MRS. ELLIOT’S NARROW ESCAPE

HARRY PUSHAW’S MISTAKE

A course of three lectures on
Church History will be given at St.
Peter’s Church, Nov. 30. Dec. 1 and
2, at 7.30 p. m.
The Tuesday lecture will be on,
“The Church before the Reforma- | Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

ROCKLAND, MAINE
136Stf

Monday Evg., Nov. 29
POPULAR PRICES

DANCES RESUMED
AT GLOVER’S HALL, WARREN
SATURDAY NIGHT, NOV. 27
Four-Piece Orchestra
Popular Prices, 15c and 30c

141-142

BACK PENSIONS IN FULL

I

In one of the most prosperous periods of Rockland's history there existed the business establishment
of Fuller & Cobb, later known as Fuller-Cobb-Davis. We take liberty today of turning back the pages to
that period so often re.crred to as “The Gay Nine ties," and we find the store in charge of the clerks
who appear in the above. The exact date when this picture was made was July 3, 1895. It was kindly
loaned for newspaper purposes by Mrs. Walter 11. Spear, who was then on the payroll under the name
of “Lottie" Smith. Others in the group were Mrs. Jennie French. Mrs. Annie Adams, Florence May
Payson, Minnie DeRue, Minnie TBeresa Thompson, Mis. Jennie Lind Ray, Eliza Ella Swan, Margie
Gertrude Stahl. Sadie Watts Littell. Della Bentley Bean, Rosa M. Wall, Elizabeth Belle Webster, Frances
Mary Simmons Bachelder, Emma Lillian Payson. Lottie May Fish. Gertrude Jane Heaward and Mary
Elvira Metcalf, also employed by the firm, were not in the photographed group.

The Hobby Show

i DOINGS

NAT!ONAL GRANGE

Complete List of Committees
and the Many Interesting

Departments

Seven Thousand Members Received the Highest
Degree At Harrisburg, Penn.

For the convenience of those who
are interested in the forthcoming
Hobby Show, The Courier-Gazette
publishes herewith a complete list of
At the 71st annual session of the
the chairmen of the various divisions. National Grange, just ended at HarIf you have anything to enter in risburg, Penn., every one of the 35
this big show, get in touch with the
chairman of thc division in which organized Grange States was repre
sented, more than 12,000 alert farm
Jour exhibit would come:
General Chairman. Corwin H. Olds. people were in attendance, and the
Publicity chairman, Mrs. Donald program adopted is a challenge to
the nation for all that is best in
Fuller.
Stamp collections. Raymond Duff. agriculture and in a satisfying rural
Doll Exhibit, Mrs. Joseph Emery: life. Every one of the nine days of
Wedding Gown procession Mrs.-Uie continuous session was devoted
strictly to business, and the probGeorge Blaney.
Old Fashioned Hats. Mrs. Ernest lems of a»r‘cul,ure were given serious
attention by this oldest and strongest
Davis.
Amateur Radio, William Gray, of all farm organizations.
The keynote of the Harrisburg
(Thomaston).
Ship models and Marine, Commo session was Unity—Illustrated to a
striking degree by a farm fraternity
dore Joshua Southard.
Protection of exhibits, Oscar Wish- whose membership approaches the
million mark, and whose jurisdiction
man.
Hand Made Rugs, Dr. E. L. Scarlott. reaches from coast to coast. In forcShawls, quilts, etc., Mrs. William T. ful language the National Orange
declared its faith in the future and
White.
Scrap Books and Miscellaneous.
emphatic belief that a restoration
of sane thinking and acting will put
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick.
Photography, Jerome C. Burrows.
the nation once more firmly on its
Old glass, vases, trays, ornaments, feet; warning in impressive terms
that national prosperity will always
Miss Charlotte Buffum.
Woodworking, William T. White. be dependent upon such agricultural
Genealogy. Mrs. Leforest Thurston. conditions as will give the farmer a
I Button collections. Mrs. C. H. Olds. fair share of the nation's income,
1 Guns and sporting goods, Ernest C. and permit for him and his family a
standard of living comparable with
Davis.
Dramatics and stage presentations, other classes of the American people.
• • • •
Almon Cooper. Jr.
Notwithstanding the wide diverg
Art and Sculpture, Mrs. Flora
ence of interest and opinions inev
Merchant.
itably present in a national conven
Maine Home Industries, Mrs. Carl
tion. the Grange was able to formuF. Snow.
I late such a program that although its
Juvenile hobbies. Daniel Chick.
12-point declaration embraces all
Medals and trophies, Miss Frances
lhe major angles of the agricultural
Chatto.
problem, its acceptance was accom
4-h Clubs. Miss Lucinda Rich,
Historic Documents and articles, plished without a single roll call.
While opinions were openly exHomer Robinson.
pressed, they were happily free from
Books of special interest, Miss
partisanship
and bitterness, and crit
Winifred Coughlin,
All entries should be made at once. icism of existing conditions was sel
as the time is now short. The show dom uttered, notwithstanding that
is sponsored by the Congregational the program adopted by no means
Church, but is intended to be corn- endorses all the projects which have
munity-wide and a percentage of the been undertaken in the name of
receipts will be given to the Com- “farm relief'
Particularly significant was the
munity Building fund. Adequate
steps are being taken for the protec- Grange position on such timely
questions as soil conservation, rural
, tion of all articles, and it now apelectrification,
reasonable commo
‘ pears that this big hobby show will
dity
loans
and
ciop
insurance; funds
be one of the largest, shows staged
for vocational education; elimination
! in Rockland for a long time,
cf gambling and instruction in the
evil effects of booze and narcotics: a
BANGOR FOR BARROWS
demand fcf speedy balancing of the
The straw vote taken by Senator Federal budget and for economy and
Roy L. Fernald tn Bangor shows the efficiency in all branches of govern
popularity of Maine’s Chief Executive ment: emphasis upon the family
in that quarter. The number of re sized farm and a demand for the
plies received was 521, divided thus- sepaiation of the Extension Service
Barrows 313, Brann 12S, Fernald 42 from any farm oreanization- EsP«C
defective or blank 37.
" i lal‘V noteworthy was the Grange dec__________ _
laration against farm regimentation
End of the Month Sale at Bur- <>f “ny sf,rl' whll« its peace Platf°rm.
delis Dress Shop. 25 Women's and
strict neutrality, avoiding
Misses Dresses marked very low for cntan8bng alliances, taking the
profits out of war and maintaining
immediate clearance.—adv.
armament adequate for defensq, will
attract far-reaching attention and
MAY I HAVE YOUR magazine will win well nigh unanimous ap
subscriptions, both new’ and re
newals? Now is the time to order proval.
Almost 7.000 members of the organ
magazines for your friends as
Christmas Gifts. New World Hor ization were initiated into the high
izons S3.50 a year. Christmas Cards est degree of thc Grange at Harris
$1 a box, two boxes $1.75. Order
burg, and by an overwhelming vote
Early.
I National Master Louis J. Taber was
R. T. CREAMER
re-elected and his leadership of the
142'It
Thomaston, Maine
rpst given vigorous endorsement,

while the Grange policies which he
has advocated were heartily applauded. Mr. Taber now enters upon
hls 15th consecutive year as Master
of the National Grange and is every
where recognized as the leading farm
spokesman of the present time, uni
versally supported by hls great mem
bership.
Below will be found a concise
statement of the farm program
which the Orange adopted st Harrisburg togf.ther Wlth a summary of
orange support for and opposition to
various pending questions of inter
est alike to agriculture and to all
other classes of the American people.
By these declarations, which will be
vigorously backed up by all Grange
units in the nation, the Orange main
tains its place ot significant leader
ship in behalf of agriculture and rural
interests and its constructive pro
gram below outlined is entitled to
carefuj study.
• • • •

Constructive Farm Program Fa
vored by the National Grange:—
Stressing Unity as the keynote of
progress for agriculture and for the
country, the National Grange seeks
to promote the welfare of all farm
ers. but recognizes that certain
groups—such as cotton, wheat and
tobacco growers and dairymen—have
problems that call for specific ac
tion. The Grange believes that farm
ers in each group should themselves
determine the program best suited
to their necessities; and lt opposes
any move that would deprive them of
this right. With its broad view of
agriculture and Its needs, the Na
tional Grange submits the following
12-point program to achieve helpful
objectives for the farm people:
1. Give the American farmer
equality of opportunity and a chance
to obtain a fair share of the national
income.
2. Permit no legislation to be en
acted which will result in either im
mediate or eventual regimentation
of the national income.
3. Restore the American market to
the American farmer, to the limit of
his ability to produce efficiently;
with no curtailment of crop produc
tion that will place him at a disad
vantage; limiting imports to those
products which he cannot supply,
and guaranteeing equal protection
with labor and industry under the
tariff; with speedy repeal of such
reciprocal trade treaties as are
proving harmful to the farmer.
4 Continue the Soil Conservation
program to help the farmer improve
his land and diversify hls crops, but
not as a means toward production
control.
5. Insist that with crops of which
there are exportable surpluses and
for which marketing agreements are
undertaken, the program shall be
adopted only after vote of farmers
affected, with complete control re
maining in their hands, reasonable
commodity loans, based on ware
house receipts, to be made available
to assist in orderly marketing.
6 Protect the family-sized farm
in soil conservation benefits and tax
ing, on the same principle which pro(Continuea on rage Eight)

Shatter proof glass in the window,
of Representative Albert B. Elliot’s
motor car was undoubtedly the means
of saving hls wife's life yesterday.
Mrs. Elliot was returning to Thom
aston from Rockland with her son
Arthur J. Elliot 2d. Near Pleasant
Gardens there came a terrifying ex
plosion. and the imprint of a bullet

was plainly shown on the window
beside Mrs. Elliot. The matter was
reported to the State Police who said
that the car had unquestionably been
the target of a bullet, fired by some
careless hunter.
Had the window been down, as Is
frequently the case, the result would
probably been fatal to Mrs. Elliot.

FISHING SCHOONER WRECKED
The two-masted fishing schooner
Fannie Bell of Portland, bound from
that port for the Penobscot Bay
fishing grounds missed her course ln
last night's thick weather and sank
shortly after striking on Heron Neck
ledge. Coast Guard boats which
put out of Rockland found that the

craft had been salvaged by Clarence
Bennett of Vinalhaven and pulled
into shoal water.
Capt. Nathan Osier of Portland and
his crew of three men were thought
to have been lost but Coast Guards
men subsequently learned that all
were accounted for at Vinalhaven.

THE FISHHAWKS’ CALL
The Storm Did Not Spoil Their Flight To Vinal

haven Reunion In Boston
The answer to Vinalhaven Fishhawk
call was tremendous this year, break
ing all previous records. As is almost
always the case it was a stormy night,
but experience has taught us that
It takes more than snow, sleet or rain
to stop the flight of a Fishhawk. be
cause at 7.15 Saturday night, Nov.
20. at the Old Boston Nest, 3 Joy
street 143 ravenous “birds" swooped
down and partook freely of the
mast stuffed turkey and flxln’s.'.
Naturally, something besides “eats"
was needed to remind the Hawks of
the old Roose, so at each place was
a boutonniere of pine cones and
sprays of pine. These were made by
two of the committee. Mrs. Doris
Carlon Groth and Miss Mabelle CarIon.
Greetings were extended by the
Big Fishhawk of the Evening our
new chairman, Ned Littlefield.
During the dinner parodies of old
songs—written by Ethelyn Strick
land and Arthur Brown—were sung
and well received.
Tune ot “My Wild Irish Rose”
Our dear Island Home
From which we all must roam
Keeps calling us bark
Each year that'a a fact
When the summer breezes blow.
We love every cove and hill
Aiai even the fog so chill
How we hate to have end
Those vacations we spend
At our dear, old Island Home
Tune of "When a Body Meets a Body"
When a body meets a body
From Vinalhaven, Maine
Says a body to a body
"Let's go home again;
We ll have clams on picnlca.
Heins at 'Circle.' dances at the Orange.
There's always something going on
At Vinalhaven. Maine "
Tune of “Girl of My Dreams"
Isle of My Dreams, I love you
Honest I do
You are so fair
With your old ruggqd coast
Of which we boast
Vinalhaven, you’re sure “all there."
From Granite Island
To Pequolt's farthest shore
From thc Harbor to
Calderwood's Neck
Though we's roamed from your “arms"
We still think your charms
Of the whole world are far the best.
Tune of "Sailing, Sailing”

Sailing, sailing over Penobscot Bay
From Rockland to Isles out In the sea
Is nice on n pleasant day BUT!
Sailing, sailing over Penobscot Bay
In a good, nor'easter when waves dash
high
It's rougher than H----- . I'll say.
Tune of "Carry Me Back To Old Vir
ginia"

Carry me back to Vinalhaven
That a where the breakers dash upon the
rocky shore
That's where the pines whisper soft In
the springtime
The place wc all love to go back to
more and more.

That's where we labored so hard at our
studies
Day after day ln the schoolhouse on the
hill;
That's where wc played on the shores
In our childhood
Midst sounds of surf nnd the hum ot
the old steam drill.
Back to First Verse

Ex-Mighty Kingflsh O. V. Drew had
sent hls regrets ln a letter read by
Arthur Brown—who.
incidentally,
failed lamentably In pronouncing the
good old Scotch contained therein.
Attention was drawn to the fact that
three staunch and true Vinalhavenlts—Mrs. Ellen Young, Mrs. Annie
Gross Carver and Douglas Gilchrist—
had made the perilous trip from the
“rock-bound coast of Maine" to Bos
ton, and a round of applause was ac
corded them. Sid Winslow had also

sent a letter putting forth an idea
which was excellently received and
we hope his suggestion becomes an
actuality.
Tributes were paid to those who
had attended every Reunion; to
those who were lucky enough to
marry Vlnalhavenites; to those born
on the "tight, little Isle;" to Mrs.
Margaret Bowley Rascae whose per
suasive powers resulted in 30 guests
coming from Worcester; and, as
usual, to summer visitors. Miss Met
tle Ingerson. who came the longest
distance, received generous applause.
Ned Littlefield then asked that
everyone adjourn to "Memorial Hall”
where there would be an old-time
dance. Walter “Scotty” Hopkins and
Mrs. “Jule" Lyons of Augusta Maine
both former Vlnalhavenites, led the
grand march. Lady of the Lakes,
Partland Fancies, Virginia Reels,
Chain Waltzes and broom dances
helped to keep the crowd reminded
of the Old Home Town.
In addition to those at the dinner,
18 guests came for the dancing,
therefore swelling the attendance
to 161.
The committee in charge consisted
of; Ned Littlefield chairman, Mrs.
Ned Littlefield. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Foster, Mr and Mrs. Arthur Brown,
Mrs. Doris Carlon Groth, Miss Mabelle Carlon, Miss Lillian Ross, Miss
Eliza Patterson. Miss Ethelyn Strick
land, Kendall Hatch, Mrs. Margaret
Bowley Rascoe.
Others attending the dinner:
Mrs. Ellen Philbrook Young Mrs.
Annls Gross Carver and Douglas
Gilchrist, Vinalhaven.
Mrs. "Jule” Lyons and Mrs. Jennie
Lyons Briggs, Augusta.
Miss Mettle Ingerson New York.
Mrs. Minnie Brown Cleaves, Mrs.
Hester Foster Coffin, Mr. and Mrs.
Allan Foster (Emma Brown). Harry
Snow and Miss Estellie Poirer, New
Hampshire.
• • • »
From Massachusetts
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arey (Ruth
J Ross), Miss Etta Ames. Flrien Arey,
Mrs. Dorothy Summers Bethel, Miss
Olga Bean. Alfred Boyd, Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued on Pace Twoi

YOUR FAVOR ITE POFM
If I had my llfe to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week
The loss of these tastes ls a
'oss of happiness —Charles Darwin
“TIIE MYSTIC SEA”
"The smell of the sea ln my nostrils.
The sound of the sea ln mine ears;
The touch of the spray on my burning
face.
Like the mist of reluctant tears.

"The blue of the sky’ above me
The green of the waters beneath;
The sun flashing down on a gray white
sail.
Like r sclmltre from its sheath.
"And ever the breaking billows,
And ever the rocks disdain:
And ever a thrill ln mine Inmost heart
That my reason cannot explain.

* So I say to my heart. ‘Be silent.
The mystery of time ls here;
Death’s way will* be plain when
fathom the main.
And the secret of life be clear.”

we

—Paul Lawrence Dunbar*

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I came not to call the righteous, but
sinners to repentance.—Luke 5:32.
(Municipal Election Dec. 6)
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS

Every-Other-Day
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HUNDREDS TURNED AWAY

Scores

Spiritual Recovery Services At the Community
Building Approach Great Climax

For Mayor

•"Three hundred were turned away t Gal. 4:4—'But when the fulness of the

EDWARD REED VEAZIE tonight," said J. N. Southard, custodi
j time was come, God sent forth His

WAS ACTION EVERY MINUTE

Was Laurie’s Last
Turned

Thanksgiving

Away

At

Recital

In

Community Building
“Standing room only" was the
tribute paid to Laurie Taylor's third
and final free conceit at thc Com
munity Building Thursday night in
conjunction with thc Spiritual Re; covery Crusade. A holiday crcwd en
joyed to the fullest the program
Laurie arranged with an idea of
pleasing all the mixed assortment of
musical tastes which make up his au
dience.
In contrast to the "romanitc
I school" recital of last week this modern recital included works by Laurie
Taylor, a group of nursery rhymes
to open the program and an arrange
ment of a much more energetic na
ture as a finale Nursery rhymes were
“Man- had a little Lamb ta theme
even used in a symphonic work)
"Hickory Dickory Dock," “Twinkle
Twinkle" and "Rock-a-Bye Baby."
A pleasing group with the explanatoy comments by Laurie to add to
the Imaginative enjoyment was the
Rachmaninoff Prelude in B major
and caressing tones of Clair de Lune
by Debussy
The Little White Donkey by Ibert
was right on the stage peddling his
fruit and vegetables wares as well
as a most playful jog-a-long tune
after Laurie told the story so that
the smallest child could understand
music in modern make-up.
A poem was all that was necessary
to prelude the Fountain by Ravel.
It was a beautiful, difficult work but
one would not realize this under Lau
rie's boundless ability.
As a special Thanksgiving treat
Laurie had promised Turkey in the
Straw by David Guion. His com
ment to this was that it should be
Turkey in the stomach!. “Yaller"
shoes by L. Taylor is promised again
for the Monday night concert after
repeated applauds.
His encores were the “Old Music
Box" ar.d “The Hurdy Gurdy Man."
Lauries apparent enjoyment of all
tj-pes of music is easily transmitted
to an audience which shares and
benefits as he carries them from the
Classics to the Modern.

Last Night’s Bouts At the Potato Bowl Tickled

Big Crowd
Four slashing bouts on one pro second by a right to Merrill's jaw
gram. to say nothing of tlie vigor which floored him for the count ot
ous curtain raisers put on by a nine. Reynolds niay have had the
couple of youngster-, made last better of three of the rounds, but
night's boxing show at the Potato lt would be a difficult bout to decide.
Bowl a highly successful affair, and Rooky Wright wanter to challenge
a satisfied smile perched on the the winner,
genial features of "Bangor Bill" Jimmy McDougall of Augusta, soon
to fight in Boston, was Introduced.
Withee throughout the show.
"Experts" checking at the ringSlasher Porter had the better of
'id? differed quite inater’aUy to the all four of his rounds with Bud
merits of the main bout, fought by Ferrier of Winslow, but the visitor
Butch Wooster of Rockland ar.d Dan was a game kid. and did not showRoberts, the colored man from Gav signs of punishment. Lou Peters of
Gotham A happy medium would Augusta challenged the winner.
probably be to give Butch two rounds,
Cyclone Hooper, who has lately re
Roberts two rounds, and two draws, turned to the ring put up a stiff bat
with a slight edge for the New tle with Young Quiron of Water
Yorker on the ground of superior ville. He made a splendid rally in the
ring tactics. Butch Wooster was last round, but was not quite strong
giving all he had in him. and deserves enough by that time to turn it into a
a whole lot of cre'dit for his flne < victory.
One of the best men in the ring
showing against a man of Roberts'
was not one of the boxing partlciaWlity.
Walter Reynolds of Liberty and pants, but the referee. Hayward
Frankie Merrill of Augusta, fought Storey. It was a pleasure to watch
five staving rounds featured in the his werk.

CHRISTMAS CLUB 1938

an of the Community_Buildirt3. He | Son;—This was the promise that be
was referring tc those who were un gan in Gen. 3:15, when God said to
Ward One
able to get into the Building Thurs- the serpent. 'It shall bruise thy head,
Clubs May Be Opened At Any Time
I day night, where the Spiritual Re and thou shalt bruise his heel.'
Alderman—Louis R. Cates.
covery
Crusade
meetings
are
being
"That promise went down through
School
Committee—Donald
G.
First Payment Due Dec. 6, 1937
conducted by Charlie and Laurie all the Old Testament Scr.ptures.
Cummings.
Taylor.
Isaiah spoke of a virgin who should
Warden—Carroll L. Boardman.
CLASSES
This was Laurie's last musical night conceive and’ bring forth a Son. At
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Nellie F. Grot
and
he
held
his
great
audience
for
45
the
end
cf
4200
years,
in
the
fulness
.25
Per Week
ton.
| minutes under the spell cf his artis of time. Jesus came, born of the Vir
Ward Two
.50 Per Week
try. while he played the music of gin Mary. He was the Lamb of God,
Alderman—John Bernet.
modern composers, including beautl- the Saviour of Men. Redeemer of the
$1.00 Per Week
School Committee—Parker
E. ' ful selections of his own.
world. And God. speaking of the
Worrey.
After prayer by Rev. H. S. Kilborn future, says, in the dispensation of
$2.00 Per Week
Warden—Allen V. Sawyer.
ol Thomaston. Charlie speke on the the fulness of time *c will gather to
$5.00 Per Week
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Jordan. j subject: “Our Eternal Thanksgiving." gether all things in heaven and
In opening his subject Thursday earth, even tn Him I In the fulness
Ward Three
night.
Dr. Taylor read from Ephesi of time. He will come to reign over
Payment 1937 Club will be made Dec. Ist
Alderman—Francis D. Orne.
the world, to put down rebellion and
sscnooi Committee—Allen F. Mc ans 1:3-10. He said in part:
“In 1623 the Pilgrim Colony. the powers of darkness that are ber.t
Alary.
50'o Greater Than Last Year
' through Gov. Bradford, established cn destroying the purpose of Ood for
Warden—Mrs. Harold L. Karl.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Lloyd N. Law ' Thanksgiving Day in praise of Gcd this eternal Thanksgiving. In the
for His bountiful harvest. One hun- fulness of time. God will, just as sure
rence.
dren and sixty years later it was madc ly as you sit ln those seats, tonight,
Ward Four
— j a national holiday. From that time gather together in one all things tn
Alderman—Ernest H. Quinn.
to this, every President has proclaimed Christ. Our Lord is now rejected and
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
School Committee—Clarence F. Thanksgiving Day. It seems a great by the world dishonored. But soon He
Joy.
thing for one hundred acid thirty mil- will come in glory, for the crowning
Warden—Harold G. Philbrook.
I lion people to pause at least one day day is coming bye and byel
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Doris Damon.
a year to offer thanks to Gcd.
Every Day a Thanksgiving Day
Ward Five
Gasoline taxes collected during 1837
An average of more than $1,900
Satan Became King
"Well." continued Dr. Taylor, "what
(Continued from Page One)
1 Smith, Miss Jennie Tuomi Mr. and
if
used
entirely
for
road
construction
will
be collected in gasoline taxes in
Alderman—William J. Sullivan.
••God the Father formulated a plan will happen when this Thanksgiving
Mrs. Frank Thomas. Arthur Vigneau,
would build nearly 50.000 miles of 1937 for each ol the 520,000 miles of
School Committee—Arthur F. Lamb. for an eternal Thanksgiving, a uni Day of God comes? This verse has
Warren Brown (Bertha Roberts), Miss Vera Warren. Miss Aura Wil- highway at an average cost of $20,000 improved and unimproved state highWarden—Walter G. Dimick.
verse of praise, immortality, peace and stood with me for weeks ‘All things
William
Brieman, Mr. and Mrs. Wal lfams. Lloyd Webster. Miss Barbara a mile.
ways in the United States.
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Elizabeth Barton. plenty. This plan is enough to stag shall be gathered together In Christ
ter Blrnie. Mrs. Christine Bell, Arthur Webster, Mr. and Mrs. William Web
ger the mind of man; a program that It means exactly what lt 6a ys. Ail
Ward Six
Corbett. Ralph Croswell, Mr. and Mrs. ster, Miss Emily Winslow. Colin Win
Alderman—Irving G. MacBride. ’ looks forward to a world free from sin, government, all authority, all power,
Herbert Cassie (Polly Wood). Mr. and slow. Miss Minnie Wood. Miss Mar
School Committee—Jesse Brad suffering, and death, where God shall every title of sovereignty in this age
Mrs. William Culllin, Miss Edith jorie Wright Mrs. Kate Warner, Mrs.
be with man. ar.d be Mis God. For and that to come, shall be gathered
street.
Chipman, Arthur Calderwood. War Blair Wortman. Hilton Young. Mrs.
thousands of years this plan was hid together in Christ. When that Day
Warden—James P. Aylward.
ren Clement, Miss Eugenia Carver, Polly Young. Mr. and Mrs. Byron
den in mystery. Ycu see God first shall ccme, there will be a righteous
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Ellen Cates.
Miss Eva Chase. Mrs. Mary McKenna Ziegler (Sally Norton), Miss Cora
made man as the head of the human government for the first time. Every
Daniels, Mr. and Mrs. James Do Roberts. Marjorie Lyons.
Ward Seven
race, the divine representative of knee shall bow to Him. He shall be
herty. Miss Mabelle Erickson, Miss
Alderman—Simon D. Crosby.
93 Exchange Street
God on earth, to reign on the earth crowned King of kings, and Lord of
Isabelle Fraser. Mr and Mrs. Ray
School Committee—Robert M Pack as a king, but the first man fell and lords! That one thing is enough to
mond Fox (Bertha Crandall) Mr. and
Portland,
Maine
ard.
lost his sovereignty. Generation after make every day a Thanksgiving Day
Mrs.
Oliver
Crandall.
Miss
Nina
Ger

Warden—Vernon Giles.
Established 1854
1 generation of sin kept that plan hid for all eternity!
ald. Mrs. Matthew Glavin. Walter Flags Are Today Flying As
Ward Clerk—Mrs. Etta Anderson. den from man. and the adversary.
"But think again; think of a world
Representative,
E.
T.
RL'NDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
“Scotty" Hopkins. John Hopkins. Mr.
Mark of Respect To Late
Satan, became the king. Jesus Christ where all power and authority and
and
Mrs.
Harry
Hopkins.
Miss
Ruth
18-19T&Stf
MAINE TREES GOING
Capt. Walter 1. Joyce
j recognized that when He said. The dominion is wrapped up in Jesus
Hopkins. Miss Gladys Hopkins. Mal
Christ!
No
more
will
the
power
of
prince of this world cometh. and hath
colm Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Toivo
Will Fcrm Their Part In Christmas
Oliver Hamlin. Department Com
the few have the power over the many.
nothing in me.’
Holmstrom (Ethel Wright). Mr. and mander of the Veterans of Foreign
Festivities ln Many States
AU
will
be
under
the
direction
of
“The trouble with this world is
Mrs Frederick Haines. Mrs. Hamer- Wars. Wednesday night received the
The chopping sound of woodmen's that it is upside down, and has been Christ; all wisdom, law. authority, Com’r Leadbetter Will Soon strom, Dick Healy Mrs. Kendall, following telegram from National
axes resound in the forests of Maine ior thousands of year*. Now. God wealth, power, will be wrapped up in
Send State’s Program To Hatch. Mrs. Harriet Creed Jones. Mrs Commander Scott P. Squyres:
again as preparations progress to sup promises a way whereby there can be Him! In the last few years, minori
Ada Reeves Joyce. James King. Mrs.
•^Captain Walter I. Joyce, honor
the Federal Board
ply many sections of the United a new world and a new age. For ties have been having a pretty tough
Beatrice Lamb King. James King- ary commander in chief, many years
time.
I
stand
for
minorities.
I
may
thousands
of
years
men
have
followed
States with Christmas trees for the
well. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. John Kane national patriotic instructor and di
the Tempter, Satan, the Adversary not agree with what they say. but I
Resumption of old age assistance
yuletide season.
(Loiia Ingerson>. Wilfred Lloyd, Ger- rector of Americanism, died this
will
defend
their
right
to
say
it
Bu'.
who
dominates
this
world.
They
still
payments in Maine hinged on com- aid Lloyd. Mr. and Mrs Owen Lyons, morning at Veterans' Hospital. Bronx,
Shipments of Maine Christmas tree.- large and small—already have been do. or the vast majority do. But when in that day. majorities and minori pletition and federal approval of a Mr. and Mrs. Howard MacFarland.York. Through his personal efstarted, although the largest quanti Jesus came, the right side up of the ties will have a square deal.
state plan for administering an old (Lottie Sanderson), Howard Mac-' forts at age of 75 the legislation by
. . . because it is a pure, uniformly
Consummation Planned by God
ties are not scheduled to leave the world was offered unto all the sons of
age assistance law enacted by special Farland. Jr.. Jane MacFarland. Ora j which “The Star Spangled Banner '
State until the last two weeks before men. Paul says. 'Having made known
"Mv friends, this triumphant reign ly-convened Legislators in October.
sized coal. D. & H. Anthracite is
MacFarland. Matt McKenna. Miss was designated the American National
unto us the mystery of his will, ac
Christmas.
will not come without Judgment.
Frances
MacArthur.
Mrs.
Phyllis
Anthem,
was
enacted
by
Congress
in
easily regulated to burn steadily,
Health and Welfare Commissioner
Persons engaged in the Christmas cording to his good pleasure which he j Listen to Isaiah 11:4 and 5: ‘But with
Shields Maddox. Lester Mullin. Miss igei. The President of the United
hath
purposed
in
himself;
that
in
the
1
evenly . . . providing Comfort with
tree business said it was too early
righteousness shall he judge the poor, George W. Leadbetter. supervisor of Ruby McHenan Mr. and Mrs. Edwin j states and the Governor of your
to estimate the number of trees ex dispensation of the fulness of times he , and reprove with equity for the meek old age assistance, said he hoped to Meagher. Mr. and Mrs. B. McElroy ] state have been urged to issue execuConvenience and Economy.
pected to be shipped this year. Last might gather together in one all things i of the earth: and he shall smite the submit the state's program to thc (Blanche Cassie). Roberta McElroy, tive order that American Flag be
in
Christ,
both
which
are
in
Heaven.
year, however. 443 railroad cars, each
Buy a better coal . , . D. & H. Anearth with the rod of his mouth, and Federal Social Security Board “very John McElroy Mr. and Mrs. Parker flown at half-staff on all Federal and
loaded with about 2000 trees, were and which are on earth; even in him with the breath of his lips shall he soon."
Morse (Kate Cassie), Allan Middle- State buildings and reservations the
thracite.
shipped out of Maine, railroad officials Jesus became the beginning of the slay the wicked. And righteousness
State pension money, matched by ton. Mrs. Irene Noyes. Mr. and Mrs. day of funeral, Saturday, Nov. 27."
new recreation, the God-Man, the
reported.
shall be the girdle of his loins, and federal dollar-for-dollar contribu Alton Nelson. Mr. and Mrs. J. Eben
In response to the National Com
Most of the trees are cut ln Wash last Adam. All may take part in this faithfulness the girdle of his reins. tions, became exhausted in August. Norton. Mrs Mary Daniels O'Donnell. manders orders. Cammander Hamlin
ington County and in some of thc plan of God for an eternal Thanks In Col. 1:16 we read. Tor by him were The Legislature subsequently provided John Pendleton Walter Pendleton, immediately contacted Gov. Lewis O. j
coastal counties, including Hancock giving. The world still crucifies Him. all things created, that are in heaven, additional funds. Before the federal Mr. and Mrs Arthur Pierce (Mar- Barrowz, ar.d the various State and
519 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
and Waldo. While truck loads of trees but we who have been born into the and that are in earth, visible and in government matches state money for guerite Young), Miss Alice L. Reeves. Federal officials, with the result that
family
of
God
and
have
become
co

are conveyed over the highways into
visible, whether they be thrones, or the aged lt requires approval of the Jack Robinson Mrs. Carl Runzick, i au official flags are being flown at
other States, most of the shipments heirs together with Him, through dominions, or principalities, or pow State's plan of administration.
Miss Barbara Roberts. Mrs. Eva half-staff today.
are made by railroad. The shipments saving faith in Him, believe that the ers: all things were created by him.
Anticipating early approval. Leadare in bundles of from one to six day is coming when the sovereignty and for him. And he is before all better reminded all persons eligible
trees each. Tho.-e selling trees from of the God-Man will be real.zed. All things, and by him all tilings con- for pensions they must file applica
of the earth will bow,
.
their lots receive from four to ten the peoples
. ,
...
„ .
slst.’ All thmgs shall give way to tions regardless cf whether they pre
cents a bundle, depending upon the oown before Him, and He shall have Christi What a climax! What a viously received or applied for pen
size of the trees, according to the the pre-eminence. And that day will victory!"
sion.
be an eternal day of Thanksgiving
State Department of Agriculture.
Talking personally. Dr. Taylor con
Meanwhile, the newly-approved
Thc department had in force the unto Gel for all that God has dene cluded, "Many people ask me why I three-member Old Age Assistance
gypsy and brown tail moth quarantine for us.
| plead and urge them to follow Jesus, Commission marked time. Its task
regulations governing the shipment of
Our Own Land Not Free
who at this moment is rejected, and ln will be to approve pension amplia
trees “out of certain Matne areas Into
“Two questions are raised: first. | the minority. I will tell you why. tions.
cther sections."
... ■— ■
■ -------------TTS
■When shall these things be?’ It j Some day this mortal shall put on ■ ■
“While a check is made at the close shall be in the dispensation of the immortality, and then we who have judgment. Every man and woman
GIVES MORE ADVANCED COOKING AND BAKING FEATURES THAN
of the season as to tha number of car fulness of time. What does that been- willing to suffer with Him. shall and child in this building must an
loads of trees shipped by rail." the mean? At this very moment the great also reign with Him. That is the swer to God for what you have done
ANY OTHER 2 RANGES COMBINED!
department said, “there is no way of majority of the world is in bondage. consummation for which God has with Jesus Christ. If you expect to
ascertaining how many are sent out Our o-vn land is not free; there Ls been planning. This Jesus shall be be on God’s side when the Kingdom
side by trucks."
ala I
Ter de’,gned t0
a» these important
inequality, unrighteousness, injustice, crowned King of kings, and Lord of is delivered, then you must decide that
advantages — ,n every model, ev7ry^e cfa„t
envy and hypocrisy. When shall this lords so we say, “Come! I have de now.
COME IN AND SEE
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
• • • •
upside down world be put right side clared to you from the Word of God
> COME IN. CHECK THIS LIST. COMPARF
Three
great
services
are
to
be
held
the
ultimate
victory
of
Jesus
Christ
up? When God will gather together
HOW FRIGIDAIRE’S new
if g
New Tliree-Mrmbrr Commission Or all things in -Him, in heaven and You will either bow before Him, or j Sunday, all of them in the Communi“EVEN-HEAT” OVEN
ganizes With Wilson of Presque Isle earth.
hear Him say. 'Depart from me; I ty Building. At 10.30 there will be
£n</» baking uncertainties
Chairman
“I will never forget how in Jerusa never knew you.' Won't you make a union service of the co-operating
One of the biggest, roomiest
Laurie will play and
ovens ever built into a range
lem I talked with an Arab communist. this Thanksgiving Day the greatest churches.
0 '-piece stain-resisting TOP
Gov. Barrows appointment of a
Skilfully designed heating
He called himself a Christian, but Thanksgiving Day you have ever Charlie's subject will be "a Golden
units, “Evenizer” Heat Dis
three-member Old Age Assistance I that has nothing to do with personal known, by coming to Jesus Christ? Bell and a Pomegranate." The serv
tributor, Automatic Controls,
Commission created at the special faith in Jesus Christ at all over there; All power, all authority, shall one ice will close at 11.45 so that thc peo
assure results amazingly cer
tain every time.
Legislative session several weeks ago , lt simply distinguishes them from day be vested in Jesus Christ. Wlll ple may get back to their Sunday
✓ou
look
forward
to
the
day
when
He
schools
to approve old age pension applica- ’ Jew's or Mohammedans. He told me
“SPEED-HEAT” UNITS
LJ LARGE STAINLESS PORCFtaim
At 3 p m a second service will be
they were going to drive out the Jews shall come? Some day we shall hear
Cook better—at leu co.lttions. was confirmed Tuesday night .
□ non-tilt sliding shelves OVEN
Every unit fully enclosedand the British and build a new em- the shout, 'The kingdoms of this world held with Charlie giving a modern
has high, medium and Low□ shelf-type oven door
by
the Executive Council.
___
pire in the Near-East. But I said. are become the kingdoms of our God day version of “The Story cf Jesus.”
□ FRONT OPENING OVEN VENT
bow" heatl Uses less current,
At 7.30 there will be a great mass
Simultaneously, Barrows and thc j -where does Jesus Christ come In?' and of His Christ!'
gives more “free heat"—com
?l?SYaT™ C °VEN HEAT CONT«OL
pletes cooking with current
Councilors, acting under Legislative He answered, 'We have waited 1900
“Oh my friends, if you are to share meeting with Laurie playing end
either standard “quipmem"^^^'?"8 ~ which «
oft Distributes heat better,
authority, established the compensa , years for your Jesus Christ to do in tlie sovereignty of Christ, there Is Charlie will give his last sermon on
□ -therm,ZER” cooler n"^on m°s' mode,s
tion of each commissioner at $10 a ' something and nothing has happened. a mighty battle to wage! Jesus is the subject, "The Last Invitation.”
“THERM1ZER” cooker
□ “COOK-MASTER” CONTROIDn?m,DIMENT SET S
The closing service of all will be
Cooks a whole meal for leu
day “while actually employed in per Tlie world still has its hatred and lust still rejected; Jesus is still disowned,
held
Monday
at
7.30.
At
that
time
□ cooking top lamp CIwJkmLKSkr >
than 2 cents—5-qt. capacity.
and
selfishness
and
now
we
are
going
but
He
Will
Reign!
When
that
day
formance of duty."
Cooks entire meal at one time
Charlie will give an address on “The J
Allen C. T. Wilson of Presque Isle, i to run the world as we want to run comes, there will be no more preach
without attention. No tnterm.nUlini of odors. Slowformer Executive Councilor, was des lt, if it takes the sword and bloodshed ing, no more invitations; no more Story of My Life." Laurie will give a
half-hour
program
on
the
piano.
cooks to amazing tend*me"’
salvation. For when the day comes
ignated as chairman of the commis to do it!'
• Built by Frigidaire ... a Product of General Motors I
flavor. Heating unit fully en
Tickets
are
on
sale
for
this
lecture
at
Tlie
Crowning
Day
Is
Coming
that
Christ
is
to
reign,
you
who
have
sion. Other members were Miss Net
Come in and see what their combined experience and vast
closed — easily cleaned.
the
Community
Building
and
at
503
“My friends, that is one reason the spurned God's grace will face God's
resources have done for electric cooking. They’ve brought
tie C. Burleigh of Vassalboro and
you this stunningly styled new range with advanced fea
Main street.
' world is in the condition it is. People
Leon O. Tebbett^ of Waterville.
tures in every model, from lowest to highest in price!
i who are discouraged are saying. 'When
This means easier, tastier, cleaner automatic cooking
Public
resentment
against
excessive
will
that
Thanksgiving
Day
dawn?
”
High gasoline taxes do not neces
and baking —at amazingly lower cost than ever before!
gasoline
taxation
is
gathering
force
Come
in and check over the list of Frigidaire advantages.
sarily ensure motorists of good roads. I to not know, but I know that it is
Then compare! And you’ll see for yourself why Frigid
due
to
colds...checked
'
amon
*
the
raotorists
of
l
.
h
e
Unit
*
d
certainly
due
and
that
at
a
definite
Some of the states which have main
aire offers sensationally greater value.
without “dosing”, i States, who. since 1929 have seen
tained low rates of gasoline taxation date. God is going to gather together
thelr annual gasoline tax bill inhave road systems which are far in one all things in Jesus Christ. The
creased from $431311519 to nearly
better than those ln certain high phrase 'fulnes sof time' ls used only
Nam..n.l. (1005AI
65 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
$1,000,000,000
two times In tha New Testament. In
PROVED BY. 2 GENERATIONS
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Every-Other-Day
Mrs. Stephen Willis fell Tuesday at
her home on Robinson street and
broke her right arm.
All committee chairmen for the
Hobby Show will meet at the Con
gregational vestry Monday night at
7.30.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Nov. 7-29—Knox County Spiritual Re
covery Crusade at Community Building.
Nov. 1-30—Deer hunting season ln sev
eral counties Including Knox. Lincoln,
Waldo and Hancock
Nov 30-Dec 2 ( 7 30 p. m l—Lectures
on Church History at Episcopal Church,
by Rev Herbert van Couenhoven.
Dec. 1—Second annual feast of Camden
Outing Club at Masonic Temple, Cam
den.
Dec. 1—South Warren Christmas fair
at Goodwill Grange.
Dec. 8—Littlefield Memorial Church
fair
Dec. 2—Edwin Llbby Relief Corps fair
at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 2—Thomaston—Federated Circle
Christmas fair at Congregational vestry.
Dec. 3—Camden—Recital by piano ar.d
vocal pupils of Mrs Ruth Collemei.
Dec. 6—Rockland city election.
Dec. 6—Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. D.U.V , at Grand Army hall.
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community
Building
Dec. 8—Thomaston—Amnual Christ
mas fair of St. John's Chunch.
Dec. 8—Rockport—Ann.<al Christmas
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid.
Dec 9-10—Senior play "Big Hearted
Herbert” at High School auditorium.
Dec. 10—Methebesec Club meets at
Oommunlty Building.
Dec 12—Legion's Charity Food Show
at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 12—Annual donation food show ot
Winslow-Holbrook Post, A.L., at Strand
Theatre.
Dec. 15—Music Festival of Rockland
Schools at Community Building.
Dec 17—Camden—High School tenter
play at Opera House
Dec. 18—City schools close for holiday
recess

Nicholas Anderson of Criehaven is j
at Knox Hospital receiving treatment
for a broken leg. The accident oc
curred Thanksgiving Day when the
young man slipped and fell on a
lobster car. He was accompanied to
Rockland by his brother, Rex Ander
son.

Rounds Mothers' Class will meet
Special meetings are being con
Wednesday afternoon and evening
for relief sewing. Covered dish sup ducted at the new Pentecostal Mis
sion hall on South Main street each
per will be served.
night at 7.30, Sunday School at 1
p. m. Elder W. S. Lincoln and
William T. White , chairman of
woodworking for the Hobby Show, | Brother Richie of Houlton are special
speakers and workers. You are wel
will be asssited by Dr. Freeman F, come to attend and hear the OldBrown, Donald G. Crie, Willis Lufkin, j time Gosipel in word and song. Jesus
Ernest B. Packard, Wilbur Senter.
is the same yesterday, today and for
ever. Heb. 13:8. James 5:13-14.
The Community Theatre Guild will
meet Thursday night at 7.30, at Com
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross, Mrs.
munity Building. Two one-act plays Hilton Ames. Mrs. Nellie Achorn and
are to be presented for the benefit Mrs. Fred Gregory motored to Cam
of the members, one under direction den last night and were guests of
of Albeit Dodge; the other directed George S. Cobb Auxiliary of the Sons
by Alvary Gay.
of Union Veterans. The department
The lawn of L. E. Jones on Camden
street always blazes with Christmas
cheer, generally taking the form of a
Christmas tree. This season the
whole neighborhood is watching with
Interest the development of a log
cabin, which “Lutie” designed him
self, and which many persons are
destined to view with satisfaction.

The arrangement of the holiday
street lights is very pleasing to those
who like artistic effect. Heretofore
the lights have been strung in hap
hazard style, but this year green lights
are used in the eastern side of the
street, red lights on the western side
and blue lights in the center, all
prettily festooned. The more you
look at them the better you will like
them.

The feature picture at Strand The
John Garnet is seriously ill at his atre for Sunday, Monday and Tues
home at Ingraham Hill.
day is entitled “100 Men and a Girl.”
and features Deanna Durbin and
Aurora Lodge. F.A.M. has work on Leopold Stokowski. For Wednesday
the Fellowcraft degree Wednesday and Thursday comes Marlene Die
night. Supper at 6.30.
trich in Angel, the supporting cast
including Herbert Marshall and MelThe annual food show of Winslow- vyn Douglas. The Navy and its girl
Holbrook Post. A. L., will take place
friends will be on deck Friday and
at Strand Theatre Dec. 12.
Saturday in Navy Blue and Gold.

State Patrolman George I. 8haw Miss Corbett, city matron offers a
has resumed his former position with hearty Amen to the article in last
the Highway Safety Division.
Thursday's Courier-Gazette by Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt.
Miss Corbett
A card party, under the auspices of
says: 'Her remarks are so true about
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., is to be
OTticles stored up, or stored away in
given Monday afternoon at Grand
attics—of no use there. But senti
Army hall.
ment is strong and one hates to give
A fair, public supper, entertainment away articles tliat hold strong senti
and beano will be features of the Re ments. Yet the good they would do
lief Corps fair which takes place and the blessings they would give if
Jj<Jtstributed."
Thursday.

president, Mrs. Mildred Webster of
Springvale was making her official
visit, and Department Commander
Webster was a guest. Capt. Webster
and wife were entertained at the
home of Mrs. Lillian Lincoln.
Seven students from Rockland and
vicinity, freshmen at the University
of Maine, were pledged to school fra
ternities during last week. They are:
Rockland, John Blethen, Jr., Delta
Tau Delta; Meredith P. Dondis. Tau
Epsilon Phi; Donald A. Saunders,
Theta Chi; Camden. Norman E. Mar
riner, Phi Kappa Sigma; Jefferson,
Avery L. Bond, Phi Eta Kappa; Lib
erty, Arnold H. Clark, Phi Gamma
Delta; Union, Richard A. Gushee,
Phi Eta Kappa.
The City Matron wishes to thank
the number of people who telephoned
in to ask for the names and addresses
i of couples in need of a Thanksgiving
basket. Altogether over 30 baskets
were distributed. The children of
the Second Grade, Tyler Building
did a very beautiful thing last Wed
nesday. They brought with them to
school preserves—glasses of jelly,
canned fruit and vegetables, cookies
and a number of other good things
for the needy. These were distribut
ed by the City Matron Wednesday
afternoon. Mrs. Addie R. Rogers, the
teacher, deserves credit for this sug
gestion to her pupils, who responded
nobly.

Rev. Fr. Francis J. Morrissey who
Several from this city are planning
to attend the fair, supper and dance for two years served as assistant to
being held next Wednesday at South Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, pastor of
St. Bernard's Parish, has been pro
Warren Grange.
moted to pastor of the parish in
Sunshine Society will meet Monday Farmington.
Rev. Fr. Cornelius
afternoon in the Central Maine room, j Walsh arrives this week from MilliMain street. Two quilts are to be nocket in Father Morrissey's stead.
tacked. Come early.
and with Rev. Fr. John Young, will
serve the Rockland-Camden-ThomasA dozen cases of home brew were ton parishes as curate under Father
dumped into the sewer Thanksgiving Flynn.
Eve by hard-hearted policemen.
What are 'the sad sea waves saying?
Tlie assignment of Supreme Court
Justices for the coming year has
James N. East, a freshman at Colby been announced by Chief Justice
College, and son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Dunn. Knox County gets
James N. East of 24 Maple street, has Justice Herbert T. Powers in Febru
been (pledged to the Phi Delta Theta ary. Justice Edward P. Murray in
fraternity.
May and Justice George H. Wooster
in November. Lincoln County has
Charles Emery, a freshman at Colby
Justice Powers in May and Justice
College, and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Belleveau in November. Hancock
Charles A. Emery of 28 Pacific street,
County has Justice Powers in April
has been pledged to the Dappa Delta and Justice Worster in September.
Rho fraternity.
It was guest night at the meeting
A beano party, sponsored by the of Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. last
apron committee of Edwin Libby Re
night when they entertained Har
lief Corps fair, under the direction of
bor Light Chapter of Rockport and
Mrs. Maud Cables, chairman, will be
Forget-me-not Chapter of South
held Tuesday night at the home of
Thomaston, several other chapters
Mrs. Nellie Higgins. 27 Trinity street,
being represented. The degree work
for members and friends.
was conferred on three candidates.
Arthur F. Lamb and Dr. Lloyd M. It was announced that a benefit
Richardson got a great “kick” on party would be held at the Temple
Thanksgiving Day serving as waiters. Dec. 6 with box lunch, beano and
The occasion was the holiday dinner cards as attractions. Supper was in
served at the Salvation Army hall to charge of Mrs. Belle Frost.
a group of school children which is
Those making appointments at
daily served with hot lunches by the
Al's Beauty Salon and Economy
Kiwanis Club.
Beauty Parlor before Dec. 1 can take
The Thanksgiving menu at the City advantage of the present low prices
Farm included roast chicken, stuffing, even into the month.—adv.
brown gravy, cranberry sauce, pickles,
mashed potato, turnip and squash,
Chicken Pie supper Wednesday,
English plum pudding with hard Dec. 1 at Methodist vestry; price 50
sauce, imince pie, fruit and water cents.
142-143
melon raised on the farm, coffee and
tea. Little baskets of chocolates from
Take a Picture and Win a Prize.
Congregational Church were used as Enter the New England Amateur
table decorations.
Photographers' Competition) Com
plete details in the Boston Sunday
There are plenty of sales when you Advertiser.
142*lt
don’t want to buy but Lindsey's
great December sale comes at just
the right time. A-l winter clothing
at smashing low prices just at win
ter's doorstep. See our adv. last
Thursday or this coming Tuesday on
Page 1. Lindsey's, Watts Block,
Thomaston.—adv.

sorbic

End of the Mcnth Sale at Burdell's Dress Shop. 25 Women's and
Misses Dresses marked very low for
immediate clearance—adv.
E. K. Gould has removed his law
office from 375 Main street to 400
Main street (over Woolworth’s).

131-tf

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND

98tf

W.C.T.U, held a “good cheer"
meeting yesterday at the City Farm.
Master and Matron Leonard making
the party very welcome. This pro
gram was given: Responsive reading
Psalm 118; prayer. Miss Margaret
McKnight; singing, 'Bringing in the
Sheaves;" reading, “A Cure for
Homesickness," Miss Florence Hast
ings; Kenneth Post and Oeorge
Robishaw, group of selections on
harmonicas, accompanied at piano by
Mrs. Squires; reading, "Home for
Thanksgiving,” by Mrs. Florence
Pike; story, "The Captain's Children.”
by Mrs. Clara Emery; group singing
of old hymns, led by Mrs. Squires,
who also sang several solos by request.
A oox treat, arranged by Mrs. Lena
Stevens and Mrs. Alice Kittredge was
distributed to the residents, and
room calls were made on those un
able to attend the meeting. Those
attending were Mr. and Mrs. George
Brewster, Miss Florence Hastings,
Mrs. Margaret Hudson, Mrs. Ada
Prescott. Mrs Mabel Squires. Mrs.
Clara Emery, Mrs. Alice Kittredge,
Mrs: I.ena Stevens, Mrs. Abbie
Richardson. Mrs. Castera Means, Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett, Mrs. Ida Simmons,
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, Mrs. Margaret
Adams. Miss Ernestine Getchell. Miss
Margaret McKnight, Miss Ada
Young, Miss Alena Young, Miss Ma
bel Seavey, Mrs. Edith Gregory, Mrs.
Hattie Bickmore, Mrs. Francis Hall
and Mrs. ^Florence Pike.

Annual fair, Edwin Libby Relief
Corps. Thursday afternoon Dec. 2.
Free entertainment, grabs, beano.
Public supper at 6 ociock. 25 cents.
142-143
BORN
STILES—At Portland. Nov. 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willis L. Stiles (Mary Carter
formerly of Thomaston), u son, wil
liam Calvin.
OVEBLCCK—At Warren. Nov 23. to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Overlook, a son.
BATCHELDER—At Roxbury. Mass , (Har
ley Hospital). Nov 18. to Mr and Mrs.
Edward Batchelder (Dorothy Reed), a
daughter.

MARRIED
CROCKETT-SPEAR—At Rockland, Nov.
25. by Rev. Charles E Brooks. Maynard
Leroy Crockett of Rockland and Miss
Dorothy Gertrude Spear of Cushing.
DAILEY-NUTT—At Dover, N H . June
2. by Prank Davis. N. P , Vlnal Dailey
and Alma M Nutt, both of Rockland.

DIED
LOWELL—At Rockport, Nov 25, Miss
Annie Maxine Lowell, aged 24 years
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock.
BUTLER—At Camden. Nov. 24, Maude,
wife of Simeon N Butler, aged 66
years. 1 month. 2 days. Funeral Sat
urday at 2 o'clock from 25 Sea street.
Burial in Union.
WILEY—At Camden. Nov. 24, William C.
Wiley, aged 44 years. Burial In Lin
colnville.
BURNS—At Somerville, Mass., Nov. 22.
Frank E, Burns, aged 75 years 6
months, 15 days. Interment In Union.
MCLAUGHLIN—At Rockland. Nov. 26.
Joanna Riley, wife of George A Mc
Laughlin. aged 72 years, 5 months. 8
days. Funeral Monday morning at 9
o ciock from St. Bernard s Church.
BURNS—At Somerville. Mass.. Nov. 22.
Frank E. Burns, aged 75 yaars, 6
months, 15 days. Interment ln Union.
CLARK—At Rockland. Nov. 25, Azo re
L. widow of Horace W. Clark, aged 82
years. 3 months. 24 days. Funeral
Sunday at 2 o’clock from chapel in
SOiith Thomaston.
Interment
at

Wiley’s Corner, 5t, Oeorge.

Page Three

Winter Sports
And How They Arc Develop

ing Into Industry of Mar
velous Proportions

Join
the
Christmas Savings

A careful reading of the bulletin
below issued by the Maine Winter
Sport Federation, shows what a tre
mendous future there ls in winter
sports. When the Snow Bowl is
completed. Knox County will have
one of the finest winter sport areas
ln the East to make a bid for his 1
business.
Last fall the Central Vermont. R.R.!
started out in that State to look for i
a place to develop winter sports.'
i They had a difficult time in arousing
Friendly Rockport
much interest in this new idea. How
Once in a while there comes a ever, they finally got the people of
letter of such warm appreciation Stowe, Vt. (500 population) but even
of what these little articles have at that there were onlj' a few luke
come to mean to others, that lt warm enthusiasts. Then they went
makes one feel that they must to New York and got the New York.
not cease so long as they bring New Haven and Hartford. R.R. inter
cheer and comfort to others. Mrs. ested and then they got newspaper
The Greatest Thrift Plan Ever Devised
Delora Morrill has just written reporters, railroad officials, and state
such a letter to me, bless her officials and went to Stowe and
Easy And Convenient Way To Save
dear heart, when I think of her made an investigation, studied the
beautiful verse I am shamed by possibilities and then went back to
the comparison.
New York and did they sell that
Many years ago after I had town. Here are the figures as given
just settled comfortably in Port out by the railroad and I am sure
land, I was suddenly called back that they are not exaggerated.
to Knox County by the death of
$80,000 in new money was brought
Charles Richards to become treas
into that town by out-siders.
urer of Rockport's Savings Bank.
3000 passengers were hauled over
Christmas Club members are able to pay their way to
We came in the middle of the the railroad and 95% of these came
winter and ltved first, opposite
from New York—all these were the
a HAPPY HOLIDAY and plan for such things as
Mrs. Morrill. Our little girl was
winter sport fans, in addition to their
TAXES, INSURANCE. AUTOMOBILE LICENSES
not well and many days she came regular travel.
over to cheer Mrs. Holman and
This is how they spent their money
or to add to a SAVINGS ACCOUNT.
stay with the baby so she could
Villages and farmhouses outside of
run out for a few moments. I was
Siowe. $10,000 room and meals.
Your first deposit makes you a member of the Club. No dues, no red tape.
fond of Capt. Pell and we enjoyed
Inns and hotels in Stowe, $36,000
each other.
room and meals.
Rockport was friendly and good
Restaurants and Wayside Inns.
to us and in turn we loved her
$6200.
people. It was the happiest place
Spent in Waterbury’ and Morris
to live, even though sickness and
ville, $1000 room and meals,
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
worries came to .us, as they do to
j Garages in Stowe, $3000.
142-lt
all. Friendships were formed that J Bus and taxi service (Stowe 12
will last through life. "When the
miles from R. R.l $7000.
roll is called up yonder" Mrs. j telephone and telegraph charges,
Morrill and many others from
$2000.
beautiful Rockport will answer
restaurant, inn, boarding house, ever came (off Deer Isle," is a gen
Mrs. Creta Miller of 20 South Main
j New equipment and use of ski-tows,
for this friendly Knox County
rooming house, theatre or in short if eral tribute from ail who knew him. street is viewing her garden in
$4000.
town.
iyou are interested in any business,
Besides his dSughter, he leaves his amazement these days for lt shows
j Wine and beer. $200.
—William A. Holman.
ycu can readily see the value of win
j Railroad. $10,000.
wife. Mrs. Carrie F. Conary; a son, strange manifestations, with pe
ter sports.
Stowe is a ten hour ride by train
Maurice Conary of Medford, Mass ; onies already well started toward
Sunday morning at the Universa j from New York City and it is also
two grandchildren, Doug'ass and maturity.
list Church 10.46 a. (m. Rev. Corwin ' 12 miles from the railroad station,
Robert Conary of Medford; .wo
Olds will occupy the pulpit in ex j Over Washington's Birthday last
Rockland Republicans, men and
sisters. Mrs. Nellie Bradford of South
change with Dr. Lowe in keeping with i winter it is claimed that more than
Member of Famous Cup De Portland and Mrs. Olive Conary in women, are cordially Invited to at
the friendly neighbor policy of a j 1000 skiers were in Stowe and vicin
fender Crew Dies Sud- New Jersey; five brothers, W. I. tend an open meeting of the Repub
semi-annual exchange of pulpits on ity and that all accommodations were
Conary and Herbert Conary of Sun lican City Committee to be held next
the part of the two churches. Church | taxed to the uttermost; they even
denly At Deer Isle
shine, Jeon Conaiy of Portland, For Tuesday night at 7.30 in Legion Hall,
school sessions will be in the vestry slept in haylofts, chicken coops and
at noon; nursery department for any place for a shelter.
Capt Alvah E. Conary. 73, native est Conary of Stonington, Clyde Limerock street. There will be sev
children, three to five years of age.
If you run a garage, a filling sta- and resident of Deer Isle most of his Conary of Suns *;; his stepmother, eral speakers at the session and de
during the morning service hour.
i tion. a fruit, candy or cigar store, a 'life, died suddenly Thursday at the Mrs. Daisy Conary of Sunset, nieces tails of the approaching campaign
I wil be discussed.
drug store, a sporting goods store, a l home of his daughter Mrs. H. P. and nephews.
Morey.
There will be union services at the
Community Building at 10.30 a. m., connected in nA way with Pratt Me Capt. Conary was a member of the
3 P. m. and 730 p. jn. tomorrow. morial Church rally to these services. famous crew of 39 Deer Islanders
MONUMENTAL ART
which manned the cup defender Co
The Littlefield Memorial Church
of the highest type is clearly re
At the Congregational Church the lumbia when she won from Sir
school will be held at 12 o'clock in
flected in the memorial master
stead of 11.45 a. m. The weekly unified service of public worship and Thomas Linton's Shamrock I, in 1899.
pieces from whifch you can
prayer meeting of the church will church school is at 10.30 a. m. This He went to sea at an early age re
choose here. Skillful artisans
be held Tuesday evening at 730. The is the Sunday of the fall pulpit ex- tiring but a few years ago after a long
are here to create any effect de
Ladies' Aid meets Wednesday eve change, and the service will be led j and able career as master mariner
sired ... from the beauty of sim
by
Rev.
John
Smith
Lowe,
D.D,
of
;
and
yachting
captain.
His
last
sailning with Mrs. Clarence Dorman and
plicity to the most ornate monu
ment. appropriately inscribed to
the Teen Age Guild meets Thurs the Universalist Church. Comrades ing was on the Pulitzer yachts of
honor the memory of a departed
day evening with Gladys and Mar of the Way will meet at 6 p. m. for a Har Harbor and New York,
loved' one.
supper-devotion meeting, to be foi- He prized highly an invitation from
guerite Gray.
lowed by reports of the delegates to 1 Commander Byrd, offering a berth on
WILLIAM E. DOR NAN < SON
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) the State Older Boys' Conference, an Arctic expedition which he was
I N C.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv held at Augusta last week. All com- obliged to decline on account of. his
CEMETERY ..MEMORIALS
rades
please
bring
sandwiches
or
i
health.
EAST
UNION
and THOMASTON
ices for tomorrow will be appropriate
cake.
I
"One
of
the
best
sailor
men
that
for the First Sunday in Advent;
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at
7.30; Church School at 9.30; Holy Eu
charist and sermon at 10.30; Vespers
at 7.30. Weekday services: There will
be a celebration of the Holy Commu
nion on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs
day and Friday at 7.30. The histori
cal lectures will be given on Tuesday.
Wednesday and Thursday at 7.30 p.
m. The public is welcome.
•• • •
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
will unite in the big union service to ’
be held1 at the Community Building
Auditorium at 10.30 a. m. on Sunday.
Sunday School will be held at the
usual hour. At 3 p. m., there will be
another big mass meeting at the)
Community Building
Auditorium
under the auspices of the Knox
Greatest All-Around Money-Saver
County Spiritual Recovery Crusade.
in Frigidaire History
The final service of the Crusade will
• The new 1938 Frigidaire is hcre in time for Christ
be held at the same place at 7.30 p.
mas! With a host of new features that will bring hcr
m. on Sunday evening. Let everyone
years of greater joy and savings!

NOW OPEN

WEEKLY PAYMENTS
25 Cents to $5.00

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Capt. Alvah Conary

Memorials ’

MRE IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS!

I93B FRIGIDAIRE

with NEW SILENT

METER MISER

Thrill Her With This
Sensational New Frigidaire!

Frigidaire's NEW Silent Meter-Miser, for instance,
slashes current cost deepest ever known ... and preset
it! And keeps food safer... freezes more ice faster...
runs quiet, trouble-free! Saves more than ever before
— on current —food —ice —upkeep! What’s more, Frigid
aire's NEW “Double-Easy” Quickube Trays release ice
cubes instantly. And there arc NEW Moisture-Seal Hydrators ... a NEWLY STYLED, roomy, 9-Way Adjustable In
terior-with NEW Close-Bar Sliding Shelves and NEWtype Cold Storage Tray.
These — and many more exclusive advantages — make
the 1938 Frigidaire a gift and thrift sensation. Come in.
See PROOF that it will save her more for years to come!

NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS

AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R,

C D ET I
I ntt!

ROCKLAND, ME.

BEAUTIFUL STERLING
SILVER CIFT MEDALLION

To preserve the memory of your
(ift, a medallion-engraved with
any message you desire —will be
affixed toyourChristmas Frigidaire
free of charge, if requested.

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service

PARKER E. WORREY

TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLANDl
119-tfI

65 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

fcHul
R I C I I) A I R F

'“’'ViigMf
LOOK FOR THIS NAMC-PLATC

NEW SILENT

NEW “DOUBLE-EASY”

METER-MISER

QUICKUBE TRAY

Uses So Little Current—You Can
Hardly Hear it Run! Come in 1
See-Hear-the PROOF!

1. Releases cubes instantly

Saves up to 25% more on oper
ating cost than even the cur*
rent-saving Frigidaire of 1937!
Simplest cold-making mechan
ism ever built! Only 3 movmg
parts, motor included! Auto
matically oiled! Completely
sealed I Comes with 5-Year
Protection Plan backed by
General Motors 1

Only Frigidaire Has ltl

-uses 20% more icel Allmetal for faster freezing. Ends
waste of melting under faucet!
2. Tray comes free at tin-

ger-touchI No tugging or
prying! Exclusive Frigidaire
Automatic Tray Release. Every
tray,in every model,a‘*DoubleEasy” Quickube Tray!
Come in/

See—Try— tho PROOF!

4
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Every-Other-Day
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HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
(By Chuck Cochard)

AT THE STRAND SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Amiable Message

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

New York Editor Comments
On President’s Latest—A
Bit “Confused”

“ONE HUNDRED MEN AND A GIRL”

i2)u.nbin.arLC? StO

All

ll'Duet of the Decade!

(Herald Tribune)
A message to Congress ls supposed
to report upon “the state of the
Union." That is the language of tlie
constitution. Mr. Roosevelt's recent
message was, of course, something
very different. The nation knows all
too well what its state is. What It
1 does not know is what the President

Hollywood — Hollywood's
most
acute casting problem today concerns
finding new leading men. Producers
have been so busy finding new lead
ing ladies and new comedians that
r"
thej’ simply have forgotten all about
developing young leading men—and
today the industry faces a serious
shortage of capable, handsome men.
I has learned of .that state, thought
The most startling example of the 1
shortage can best be demonstrated
about that state and ls willing to do
<-l
at 20th Century-Pox where Darryl
| about it—the state of the President's
Zanuck held up the starting of Shir
' mind, ln short.
ley Temple's "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" for two weeks until he
could borrow Randolph Scott. Samuel
; the revised Rooseveltlan outlook. If
Goldwyn realized this was going to
happen and that is why he decided
J the education of the New Deal began
to make a star of Jon Hall in "Hur
with Mr. Morgenthau's encouraging
I
ricane." Another new one is Dick
j address, here is the first significant
It looks like love! Kenny Baker and Jane Wyman, two refreshing new
Baldwin In "Love and Hisses.”
■nn—
~
j examination paper. How will the screen personalities, are that way about each other in “Mr. Dodd Takes the
Coming up with steady strides are
I
Air,” Kenny's first starring film and the year’s first pixilated comedy.—adv.
country mark it?
Don Ameche, Cesar Romero. Michael
Let it be said in the first place that
Whalen. Tony Martin, Thomas Beck.
the message bears evidence of having
Drfinni and her meal eaach,
Deanna with tlif maestro and his 100 piece
Deanna Dui bin and Leopold Slobow-l l,
Robert Kent, and Jack Haley. Some
been draftee’ in part before the ex
Andrea de Seyurola,
symphony
orchestra.
of the others include John Howard,
tent of the slump was appreciated
John Patterson. Georges Rigaud. a
in the White House, and hr part,
Seen together for lhe first time in these exclusire camera studies
versa) picture, tl the left it her meal coach, Andres de Segurola,
Chevalier type, and Ray Miliand.
are Deanna Durliin, sensational singing sueetheart of the screen,
after. It abounds in contradictions,
former Metropolitan Opera star, putting her through onr of her
and Leopold Stohoirshi, celebrated conductor uho appears with her
• • • •
as a result. To adopt the familiar
daily practice sessions. In her newest success, Deanna introduces
10
3
2
4
5
fc
1
7
8
9
in her new triumph, “11)0 Men and a Dirt." I rider lhe masterful
A new picture romance has just j
remark, invented to describe another
“
It's
Haining
Sunbeams"
written
especially
for
her
and
“
4
Heart
touch of Stohoirshi and lo the accompaniment of his lOtt-piece syniThat's Free." as well as tinging such famous arias at “Alleluia"
teen revealed concerning a prospec
Washington statesman, the effect of
phone orchestra, the rich, fibrant tones of the young star's voice are
12
14
II
13
lent lo both popular and classical numbers in her latest Nese I ni*
by Hosurt and “The Drinking Song" from Ferdi’t “La Tratiata."
tive star—Marjorie Weaver.
She
the message is to portray Ute Presi
Bt
—adv.
had been in town for weeks and could
dent as mounting a horse and riding
Ib
15
17
not get a Job. Finally she told her_____ _______________________________________________________________
off rapidly in every direction.
W
agent. Harry Gould "One week more New York for the Frohman Amuse- dren of Tenant s Harbor, Mr. and
To discuss the message as a state
ROCKVILLE
18
19
paper, presenting any clear program
and no luck. I'll go back home.” On ment Corporation during the 1915 Mrs. Thomas Black. Guyle Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son
the last day of that week she got a era t . it was in 1930 that the screen of Waldoboro and Mrs. Clara Spear
or unified outlook, seems to us.
20 21
21
23
20-Century Fox test and a job. As a definitely claimed the British actor were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. are spending the weekend tn Port
therefore, a waste of time. As we ad
land.
result of her second picture "Second . . yje has appeared in more than Austin Wiley.
vised our readers in the case of Mr.
w 15
2b
24
Mrs Ida Barrows and Miss Lottie
Honeymoon," it looks as if the studid 40 pictures since that time . . . His
Morgenthau's speech, we think chiei
Several members of Georges River
has the makings of a new star.
attention should be paid to the tone
latest and best characterization is Lodge KP. and Crescent Temple. Ewell had as guests Thanksgiving,
i
19
17
• • • •
of the document and judgment post
"Father Paul” in “Hurricane.”
P S.. will attend the benefit party day Mr and Mrs F. L. Hunter, son
Our sympathies to Dick Barthelponed until that tone is tested by
3i
Tuesday night at Friendship, aus Vernon and daughter Marjorie and
30
31
32
mess. During an eye operation in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Vaughn
of
acts. The President still holds fast
pices of the Friendship Temple. PS.
WARREN
France, the surgeon severed a nerve
Rockland Highlands.
to his original leg-slatlve program
in
w
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray enter
3b
that controlled movement of the left
Vernon Hart of Auburn. Mass., was
But how far will he go In Insisting
Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes had tained as guests at a family dinner
recent overnight guest of Mr. and
side of Dick s face, with the result. as holiday dinner guests Mr. and Mrs.
that this program have precedence
37
38
it is said, that he will never be able Oscar Copeland and Mrs. Rose Mar Thursday. Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
over essential tax revision and emer
and
daughter
Helen
of
Waterville,
w
NW
to face the cameras again.
Mrs.
Maude
Bradley
spent
the
gency enactments? He discusses tax
shall of South Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newbert of
41
39 40
42
Jane Withers has been soliciting
holiday
with
Miss
Olive
Tolman
revision
in
vague
and
unsatisfactory
The sermon topic Sunday morning Rock*“d Mr and Mrs G^rge Gray
magazine subscriptions on the 20th at the Baptist Church will be "In
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry had as
phrases, displaying no particle of
43
44
*+5
Century-Fox lot. It was revealed All These Things." Church school and Donuglas Gray student at Uni dinner guests Thursday Mr and Mrs.
realization of its fundamental im
that she is trying to win a premium will meet at noon for a short session. versity of Maine.
Lucius Perry, Miss Elizabeth Suke
portance. But if the conservative
4b
47
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Watts were forth. Mrs. Annie Webber and Ralph
cf a Shirley Temple doll.
Democrats do a real job. wi:I he op
Rev. H. I. Holt will preach on
, ..
"Our
Gospel"
at
the
Sunday
morning
dinner
guests
Thursday
of
Mr
and
Webber
.
That ace actress may sign with
pose them? By the event of such
Mrs. Lincoln E. McRea of Rockland.
M-G-M. Elizabeth Bergner. She is worship at the
Mrs. Nellie Perry joined other
confrontations must the real temper
Congregational
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wyllie of members of the family at W. W
set to star in "Long Weekend." The Church.
1-Japanese singing
37- An ugly crone
9-Before
' of his mind be determined,
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gregory's for Thanksgiving dinner.
and dancing girl
38- Pertaining to a
10-Recovers
cnly difficulty lies ln the fact that
j The general tone of the message,
Both churches will co-operate in
6-Bar
prescribed place
13-Slster by marriage
LARA BROWNELL. 16. Camden, however. Is. for the President, singu
file won't sign unless she can have \he afternoon and evenlng
Young and Mrs. Mildred Gray of
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Waldron,
11- A rodent
39- Hebrew month
16- Removes the skin
has earned the Maine 4-H ehamher favorite director, Paul Czinner. at the Community Building. Rock Oyster River dined Thursday with daughter Miss Barbara of Glencove , pionship
12- Reddish coloringin food preservation on a larly amiable. The economic royal
41- Rod for beating
17- lncite
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie.
Her last was "Dreaming Lips” ...
matter
time
18- Scatter
and Miss Louise C. Sherer of Camden five-year record in which she can ists are forgotten, the wicked tax
land. at the closing sessions of the
ned
1111
pints
of
fruits,
vegetables
14- Anger
42- Pronoun
19- Conjunction
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKellar were guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr. , and meats. On seven exhibits she evaders ignored. Instead there are
Georges Rigaud, French-Argentine
Recovery’ Crusade.
15- Near by
43- Au to fits I
21- The nostrils
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Parker Mc and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
importation will make his American
. i won $6.85 in prizes. She gave two pleasant phrases about "cordial and
16- City of France
Holiday guests of Rev. and Mrs. H.
44- Scottish chemist
22-Tavern
public demonstrations and entered
Kellar
and
son
Robert
of
this
place
detout opposite Carole Lombard in I. Holt at the Congregational par
Mr and Mrs. Nathaniel darroll had flve judging contests. She receives confident co-cperation" and "a con
17- Equal
45-Combining form.
23- A dress material
18- Cures, as meat
26-Danger
Middle
“Midnight” . . . Herbert Marshall has sonage were Mr. and Mrs. L. C. and Mrs. Lizzie Freeman of Dama as dinner guests the holiday thelr a trip to the 16th National Club tented society of good will." There
19- Grow old
Congress in Chicago, Nov. 26-Dec. 4,
48-Country ruled by
28- Ever (contr.)
just been added to the cast of "Mad Sawyer, children Olive, Irving and riscotta at Thanksgiving dinner.
son Jesse Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. and will vie with other Eastern is even present the astonishing news
20- Supplicatlng
an emperor
29- lrish-American
About Music" starring Deanna Dur Doralis of Camden. Mrs. Sawyer and • Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. White and Vesper Hall and ftmily.
State champions for sectional hon- that, despite the marvelous achieve
23- A compass point
actress
47-Spots
son David spent Thursday with Mrs.
bin.
(abbr.)
30- Harm
Mrs F W Robbins is confined to j
h,^ ments of the New Deal. Its ultimate
the children are remaining here
• • • •
24- Ventured
31- Fragment of cloth
A. N. White and Mr. and Mrs. Al her home by illness.
Kerr Glass Corporation. If success success depends on "an Immensely
VERTICAL
until Sunday.
25- Terminate
32- Convoy
ful she will compete for an addibert White in West Bath. David re
“Tlie Last Gangster" is tne last
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
S.
Ranlett
have
26- A dance
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis en
33- A going out
tional 1200 which goes to the Na enlarged national Income." This disword in thrilling gangster pictures tertained Thursday at dinner Mr. and mained for the weekend.
had as a visitor the early part of the tional champion.
27- Residence (abbr.)
1- Classified
35- Mariner
covery surely deserves an "A."
28- Eagle
Guests Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. week Mrs. Mary Wood of Biddeford.
2- Consume
with Edward G. Robinson in the kind Mrs. Benjamin Davis, Fred Watts
36- Small particles
As a result of the elimination of
29- Steep, as flax
3- Pronoun
NORTH HAVEN
cf a role that made him a star. He and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Starrett and Clifford Spear were Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ranlett with George
57-A fastening device
1 the roars against the sinful, the mes
30- Condensed moisture 4- Restored to health
40- Restrain
Marshall White of this town and Mr. Hall as chauffeur went Wednesday
has never been better. The work of son Wayne.
St-Portuguese coin
5- Large artery
sage is flat to read. But it is a
Thanksgiving
Day
will
be
remem

41-An insect
and
Mrs.
Ear
’
.
Spear
and
daughter
Rose Stradner is outstanding and you
32-Weird
6- Pronoun
to
Hyde
Park,
where
they
were
guests
welcome
flatness.
And
there
is
one
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett were
42- A fcwl
34-Because
7- 1nto
Dorothy of Waldoboro, the last three of Mrs. James Moran (Helen Ranlett) bered as ideal. It had the sugges delightful stroke of humor. T hat is
can jot her down as a “find.”
in West Dresden. Thursday, guests of
44- Doctor (aihr.)
45-Lessening the luster 8- Plunge head fore
tion
of
Indian
summer.
A
few
dan

• • • •
remaining for the weekend.
over the holiday.
when the President speaks of his
of
most into the water 45- Musieal ncte
Mrs.
Mary
Wall.
Their
daughter.
Miss
delion
blossoms
were
to
be
seen,
and
Irvin Cobb went out for lunch after
Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Gould Mrs
• » • •
a few other flowers that survived the "long experience" ln consulting all
(Solution to previous puzzle)
morning work on RKO's ^Hawaii Katherine Starrett who has been vis Frances Stahl and Mrs. Lucy Weaver
Enterprising
School Children
groups and Interests. Shades of
iting
relatives
and
friends
in
Dresden
cold days.
Calls." dressed as a soldier. After
of Camden spent the holiday with
The village school with Mrs. Carr
and Richmond several weeks, re
Returning from a hunting trip in Louis Howe! There once was a time
lunch he returned from the restau
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. MacDonald.
the teacher held a fair Monday the eastern part of the State. Emery- when the President did see and listen
turned
with
them.
rant and followed a flock of soldiers
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden.
Lora Spear is boarding for the
night, having on sale fancy articles. Worcester and Joel Worcester. Francis to those who
with him Iwlitor of The Courler-Oazette:—
(from “Big Broadcast” company) winter
at the home of Mrs. Nellie Mass- passed lhe holiday weekend also cake sandwiches, candy and' , Lipovsky, Harry Baird. Harry Crock- Eut 11 was lcng since cndedus
into the Paramount lot. He looked
at her summer home here.
After a rather slow start at the
Reever,
Waldoboro.
soda.
The
young
pupils
gave
a
e
tt
and
Leon
Crockett,
brought
to
thc
hope
that
the
President
was
conscious
frantically for his own set until he
A son was born Tuesday; to Mr. pleasing program which was enflve de€r
of his little joke and that he means Star Alleys this year, things are be
Douglas Starrett, student at the
found out that he was on the wrong
ginning to move. Jchn (Money Bags)
Bentley School of Accounting in and Mrs. Charles Oserlock. The Joyed by parents and friends. The Lee Wltherspoon is on a hunting
live by this new P°1Icystudio lot.
Boston, spent
spent the
the holiday
weekend m0'her and child are
cared by school room was crowded. During trtp wlth friends from Camden.
Mr. Roosevelt can hardly hope for Thomas has passed his 70th mile
, , , ,
I Boston,
nonaay weexena
. .
iu„ „„„„,r
r. Mrs. Luther Clark of Thomaston.
tne evening beano and other games
Mr and Mrs j^y Beverage were a passing mark for such a confused. stone and now is ready to take on
Movie life for C. Aubrey Smith be- with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Er- ,
were
played.
|
passengers
Tuesday on the W. S. If In spots promising paper. But he any young fellow ln the county.
gan at 48 and at present he ls 74.. . nest G. Starrett.
viraMo
qmfUv nf
Next week there is to be a match
does deserves a friendly comment.
He was 74 on July 21.1937... Bom ln I Theresa Huntley is spending the _ B
.. g
___
Program selections were: Tom's white.
Worcester. Mass., spent the holiday Thanksgiving. Francis Gibbs: MarchMr and Mrs clyde Joy are visit - How would "Progress—but you must between two picked teams from Rock
London . . . Educated at Charter- | weekend with her father, Archer
and weekend with Mr. and Mrs. An
land and the excitement has started
study harder and learn faster" do?
ing Song, sub primary and Grade I; ; ing in Camden for a few days.
house school, then entered Cambridge ’ Huntley in Camden,
drew Wilson.
already.
To-morrow. Vestina Fiske; ThanksA reception and shower were given
with ideas of becoming a physician i Overnight guetss of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Berton Moody of
Thanksgiving
afternoon,
Fred
giving
Song,
School;
The
PilgrimThursday
night
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
. . . Here he got his first taste of , Wilder Moore were, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
South Windsor and Mr. and Mrs.
INTERESTED IN OIL?
Black. “3iiiiies” Racxliff, John Snow,
Boys. Vernon Hunter; Oood Things Thome Dyer at the K P rooms untheatricals with the Dramatic Club Gilley of Augusta, Mrs. Cora Sher
Leland Philbrook and family were
Ken
Rct-s
and
“
Money
Bags,"
tangled
man
of
Rockland
and
Charles
Towle
To Eat. Esther Hall; On the First her the auspices of the K. P. and
.... He made his first New York ap
Then Here Are Some Big “Figgers"
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Thanksgiving Day. School; Little
pearance on the stage in 1903-04 , . . of Appleton.
Grange of which groups Mr. Dyer is Maine Should Be Recognized In a friendly game and front this Which Are Bound To Interest You
Starrett.
there
developed
a
few
good
battles,
Mrs. Harold Black and three chilCooks, sub primary and Grade L a member. It was the largest at
His first picture work was done in
In Production cf “Rebecca
Edwin C. Teague was a recent over The Little Pilgrim Maid. Helen Hall;
which will be settled next week. Spies 1 The bureau of mines estimates a
tended reception thus far held—a real
of Sunnybrook Farm”
night guest of friends in Westbrook, Thanksgiving Song. School; Thank
from Vinalhaven were seen the other !
community gathering. An interest
daily average supply of 3.491 300 bar
visiting also friends in Sanford and' You in the Farm Yard, sub primary
ing program was carried out consist
Ex-Governor Carl E. Milliken, now afternoon, but took to the boots be- !
Portland.
and Grade I; My Dolly. Joyce Hill; ing of music by the band, readings. assistant to Will Hayes, movie czar, fore they could be lured Into a match.1 rels of domestic crude oil required to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones of St. Turkey and Pumpkin (song), sub
and remarks. Among those speaking i is requested by the Maine Develop- Attention Mr. Drew and Goose Arey. meet December market demands.
I George passed the holiday with Mr. j primary and Grade I; Good Bye. were James Lewis of Tabor Institute. ‘ ment Commission to ask a Holly
Star Alleys Reporter
In its monthly forecast the Bureau
and Mrs. Charles Hysler.
Percie Fiske.
Marion. Mass.. Principal Reardon of wood producer to give Maine “recsaid
this would be 17,'.Z0 barrels less
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Seekins and
Avoid the Last Minute Shopping Rush!
the High School. In behalf of the ognition" in the coming production
than
the daily average estimated for
two children of Thomaston were
MARTINSVILLE
BASKETBALL BATTLES ! church, the pastor expressed Ibest of “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
We Are Headquarters For Personalized
visitors Thursday at Mr. and Mrs.
November. It would be 341.200 higher
Kate Douglas Wiggin, author of
Lincoln 36. W isc asset 30
' wUhes M Mr and Mrs °>'er for a
Raymond N. Cameron is home than the actual daily production for
Burleigh Mank’s.
A large crowd was on hand in Dam- ! happy’
and lon8 ltfe- Ice the widely-read book was a resident from Boothbay Harbor where he has
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Mank spent
ariscotta Wednesday night to cheer I cream and cake were served, after of Hollis, Maine, it was pointed out, been employed on Dr. True's yacht, December. 1936. and 10 per cent above
. the holiday ln Waldoboro with Mr.
the Lincoln Academy team In its which the company tarried for a social and the scene of the story was laid The Roamey Girl.
the actual domestic demand in that
and Mrs. Frederick Simond.
opening game with the Wiscasset time. Standing with Mr. and Mrs. in that western Maine town. Ev
t month.
Assorted or All One Design
Crude oil production from Oct. 2
| Boys’ Club. The home team won by Dyer in the receiving line were Mr. erett F. Greaton, Maine Development
I There are plenty of sales when you sJx
Reed H1Idebrand
and Mrs. Al Ames and Mr. and Mrs. Commission executive-secretary, in
to
Oct. 30 averaged about 3,606,000
CLARK
ISLAND
Your Name Printed On Cards
Chester Dyer. Mr. and Mrs. Dyer are his letter to Milliken said:
don't want to buy but Lindsey s Leavitt were the stars. The score:
barrels daily. During that period
Rev. George Bolster of Brewer will stocks declined 1.896.000 barrels net.
great December sale comes at just
Lincoln Academv
the recipients of many nice gifts.
"I realize, of course, that, at this
Plain Envelopes To Match
the right time. A-l winter .clothing
n
-p
p The chairman of the gathering was time, the picture could not be phot be present Sunday at the church with of which 1,603,000 was in domestic
at smashing low prices just at win- j Reed, If
The finest and most artistic selection of Christmas Greeting
Herman Crockett, whose witticisms ographed in Maine. I am wondering, Rev. Newell J. Smith and will preach grades, indicating a dally demand
Cards awaits your call—and at the most reasonable prices—
ter’s doorstep. See our adv. last1 Weels. If
smiles and good cheer are contagious. however, if in the titles and script at 2.30 o'clock. Rev. Mr. Bolster will during this period of 3.663.000.
■ Thursday or this coming Tuesday on cowan rf
0
Worship Sunday will be at 11 o'clock it couldn't have a Maine 'setting.' give a brief and inspiring message
The Bureau estimated domestic
50 for $1.00 - 25 for $1.00
11 Page 1. Lindsey's, Watts Block. Hilderbrand, c .” 5
with sermon by the pastor. Singing You of course know what Kate Doug every night next week at 7.30. There motor fuel demand for December at
!; Thomaston.—adv.
Hasszy, lg ................ 0
by the church choir under the leader las Wiggin was a native of Hollis and will also be special musical selections 40.000.000 barrels, or 1.5 percent
21 for $1.00 - 16 for $1.00
ship of Mrs. Barbara Joy. Sunday that the scene of her story was laid at these services.
------------------Clussie, rg...... . ....... 1
higher than the actual demand for
school at 10 o'clock. At 5 o'clock there.
December, 1936.
Postage 15 Cents Extra
Motorists ot the United States wil!
“Because this book was written by
36 there will be a service with baptism.
Stocks of gasoline, Sept. 30
16
<
pay approximately one billion dollars
UNION
Don't fail to see our line of genuine Steel Engraved Greet
At 7, the Young People’s Hour, the a Maine author, with a Maine back
Wiscasset Boys’ Club
amounted to 65.380.000 barrels.
in gasoline taxes in 1937 to the state
ing Cards with the Personalized Appeal. Our big new
boys who attended the Y.M.C.A. Con ground! think it would be particu
G.
S | and federal governments, or four
Miss Virginia Plnkham celebrated
The Bureau said these stocks in
Christmas Card Book Ls open for ycur selection. You’ll be
ference will report the activities larly fitting for Maine to be the set her 12th birthday Wednesday night creased about 1.650.000 barrels during
amazed at the apparently costly cards available in our line
times what they paid ten years ago. Pushard, If ............. 1
there. The opening exercises with ting of the picture.”
$ ________________________________ Sherman, rf ............ 4
—at prices so low.
by entertaining flve classmates. In October the first time an increase has
features directed by the superintend
g | ============ j Farnham, rf............ 1
As a precedent for such treatment the group were Fanette Stephenson, occurred in this month since 1931.
ent Mrs. Julia Beverage are increas of agricture, Greaton cited the movie, Nathalie Fossett. Betty McKinley. This would place the stocks at more
Cormier, c............... 1
ALFRED M. STROUT
ing interest
“Make a Wish," featuring Bobby Edith Howard and Hazel Day. Beano than 67,000 000 barrels as of Oct. 31,
Redonnet. lg........... 0
Insurance
Breen, the scene of which was a and other games served for amuse and reports ifor the first week in
Leavitt,
rg
.............
6
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
More than one-half the car owners Maine boy’s camp at Birch Lake. ment while in the repast line, ice November, the Bureau explained, in
THOMASTON, MAINE
13
4
30 of. the United States have never pur Moosehead Lake and other sections cream and an attractively decorafed dicate these will be increased consid
SlStStaiM
lOOStf
chased a new automobile.
Referee, Wotton. Time, four 8>,
©f -the State were also mentioned.
birthday cake claimed attention.
erably before Dec. 1,
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With The Bowlers

Wants Credit Given

NOW IS THE TIME!
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Every-Other-Day

HE DISCUSSES DEMOCRACY
Here Is a Thoughtful Essay Prepared By Rock
land High School Student

WALDOBORO

Democracy is an exploded myth, i wc are preparing to discard ChrisThat is what we are continually hear-! tlanity? I think not. It means,
ing; that is what many of us be rather, that our generation has been
lieve. Pacism seems predominant. 1 inspired to seek a purer and more
Italy and Germany have become j extensive application of Christianity
Fascist, Japan is apparently follow to our social order. Democracy is in
ing their lead, and the Latin-Ameri a like position. In itself it is not
can countries are swinging toward corrupt. Corruption can only reside
that goal. Only Mexico, United in ourselves, the people. All this sigStates. Great Britain, 8candinavla. nlfies that that ideal of Democracy
and Prance are democracies, and is still firm. It is an ideal of govern
even French Democracy ls, at pres ment, just as Christianity is an ideal
ent, being torn with Pasclstic dissen of religion, and it is to our advant
sion. This ls the situation I Little age that we maintain both.
The force of these arguments seems
Wonder that we have become tamely
acquiescent, shrugging our shoulders to indicate that democracy will surand saying. “The tide of Democracy vive, but should it survive? To de
oide what should be is one of the
ls receding;
We witness this resurgence of anti- chief obligations which men of indemocratlc movements and gulllbly telligence and good-will may set for
accept it as an innovation. We for- j themselves. Should democracy surget that such conditions have existed i vive? If "yes” then it is our duty to
before and that Democracy has 1 make it prevail; if “no'' U-n « U
emerged from them with increased i our duty to choose a substitute. Perstrength and stability. There were haps we want a government residing
similar movements after the French in one man—but history is a virtual
Revolution, again after the restora- j list of fallen dictators. Perhaps in
tion of 1830, and finally after the a family—but even the rule of the
revolution of 1848. In all these cases Japanese Son-of-God is giving way
the democratic ideal throughout Eu- to Facism. Perhaps in an aristocracy
rope was threatened; yet, democracy —but even Plato could not put that
survived. One cannot make a demo- into operation, and he tried several
crat overnight. To develop a firm times. So it appears that we must
democracy requires time and a m°ve on content that there is, at
spiritual growth such as had never least in the present, no satisfactory
been possible in the few tried years substitute for democracy,
when Germany and Italy were nomi. . . nally democratic lacking a genuine
There is but one more reason why
democratic spirit. Those natibns
I feel that Democracy should and
could not sustain the dire economic
must survive, and I am quite willing
d,stress and inflamed nationalism
to admit that I am basing this final
after the Great War. They weak
contention upon an assumption.
ened, and established authoritarian
That assumption is: That Democracy
governments which can only exist in
is more compatible with International
power over a weak people.
Peace than is dictatorship.
I All questions must ultimately be
There are many, who in their mis- viewed ln relation to peace among
apprehension, make it a business to nations—it is the supreme need of
keep up with the “Joneses." They jour time. At once our historical peibehold with awe the emergency of spective teaches us that the emperors
dictatorial governments, as though ! and dictators—the .Caesars, Naposome invisible, irresistible power | leons. Bismarks, and Mussolini^—
were at work re-shuffling the na- bring war. At the same time, it is
tions. They say it is the “trend" of bigoted for us to say that democracy
the times, the “spirit'' of the age. I never threatens peace. We know that
and they prostrate themselves humb- it has. But if we are anxious to
ly before it. Such individuals do not ! reach rock-bottom truth in this matseem to realize that lt ls they who j ter, we must ask ourselves this quescreate this trend or spirit. Only tion: Is it better to have the peace
people can change their form of gov- ' of the world dependent upon a few
ernment, Behind such changes there autocratic, irresponsible dictators,
is no unseen or terrible power—on in- j thinking only of power for themevltable destiny as in a Greek drama ' selves, or is Jt better to have the
which it is futile to resist. We are peace cf the world dependent upon
Iriv n by no insju'.able fate. It is (the expression of millions of people
we, ourselves, who determine our living in a democracy which is obdestiny, just as we can determine the liged to act upon the mandate of the
destiny of democracy.
i millions of people before lt can deHerr Adolph Hitler says, “You can- | Clare war? That is the question we
not tell me that you can take a man all must answer, bearing Jn mind all
of the proletariat, a laboring man. the while that our respective answers
who has neither security nor liberty, i mean much for the future,
and give him a vote and call it de- j
mocracy. Democracy is a lie.” For i
him it would doubtless be a lie beA few J'ears a8° a defense for
cause in his didactic mind security demoorac>' was considered hackneyed
and liberty are not compatible for iand commonplace; one who argues
the Individual. Thereupon, Hitler fOr democracy now
be suspected
established a form of government in °f notorlety' 1 am seeking neither
Germany which has neither security ' ‘he obvious nor the notorious but
nor liberty—a government which does I am still sufficiently naive to assume
not supply its people with sufficient that the common sense of the com
bread and butter, a government mon man is paramount to the main
which banishes the Jew. To him it tenance of a good form of govern
must be either security or liberty, ment. Democracy at the present time
but for us it can be and is "both- is the only form of government which
and;’ Any individual, living in a , acts upon the expression of the
democracy, who has the liberty to masses Jay william Hudson, whose
think as he will, to speak as he will, splendid book answers the question
and have voice in his own government Why Democracy, makes the following
is thereby necessarily bound to significant statement: Democracy is
is thereby necessarily bound to have the most pitiful and yet the most
a degree of security. (Give any in glorious form of State. In this it
dividual a maximum control over the partakes of the inevitable defects and
conditions of his life and that indi unconquerable aspirations of human
nature. So does every human insti
vidual will realize security),
tution. But of all the forms of the
• • • ■
State, democracy gives the human
But let us advance another argu nature more of a chance on the side
ment. We shall all agree that de
of Hope than any other State can
mocracy, even at its worst, is a form give so amply or with so great a
of government, and all governments, promise of lasting security.
as we know, have mutual protection
Ernest E Robinson
for their basis. The possibility of
security can always be found inher
APPLETON RIDGE
ent therein. Thus far democracies
have survived and have given to theb
Wlllard Brown is home irom Knox
people both security and liberty. Th Hospital.
conclusion must be that Hitler is
Freeman Carleton and family who
wrong.
It is said that dictatorships are have been living at the late C. F.
more efficient than democracies. "Effi Newbert place for the past few years,
cient," we ask. “for what—for war?" are moving to North Appleton.
Deer hunters were plentiful hi this
If that be the premise a glance at
history will show you that authori section Thanksgiving Day.
tarian governments soon cease to be
Among Thanksgiving guests were
popular, and the absence of free Elmer and Azuba Sprague, Mr. and
criticism soon breeds bureaucratic Mrs Oeorge Buck of Warren at A. H.
stagnation and conservation which Moody's, Miss Muriel Robbins of
are fatal to success in war. Since Portland and Mrs. Addie Robbins at
the beginning of the Eighteenth Cen M. M. Brown's; Ruth Moody of Union,
tury democracies have been com Nelson Moody and Rachel Noyes of
pletely victorious in all wars in which Hope and Geraldine Annis of Cam
they have engaged History, there den at L N. Moody's; Adna Pitman
fore, proves quite conclusively the at Mrs. Julia Morse’s; Mrs. Eleanor
Pitman and son in Waldoboro with
superior efficiency of democracy.
We are told that democracy is her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earle
corrupt, and hence will die of its Sprowl and son at Abner Grant's;
own putrifaction. But consider if at W. M. Newbert's were Mrs. Eliza
you will our Christian religion. Has beth Stanley, Miss Chrystal Stanley,
it not. too. had Its periods of cor Sgt. Joel Pennington, all of Ban
ruption and decay? For 19 centuries gor; and Walter L. Sykes, Mr. and
we have professed the Christian re Mrs. Luther Calderwood and chil
ligion; the religion of Christ has yet dren of Woronoco, Mass., at Willard
to be tried. But does that imply that Brown's.

VINALHAVEN

TENANTS HARBOR

How many noticed the beautiful
[Commencing with Tuesday’s issue
Mrs. Louise Miller will have charge sunset Thanksgiving Day? It was
of the Waldoboro department, and marvelous.
The Courier-Gazette asks its friends
A. J. Rawley of Vermont was in
in that town to assist her in pro town Tuesday. With Mrs. Rawley
viding a column which will satisfy he will pass the winter in Lincoln
their wants. A telephone is belpg ville.
installed in Mrs. Miller's home to aid
The new garage recently built by
the colled ion of news. She will be H A Harrls B
feet long and go
very grateful for aid extended by the feet deep. It has four entrances,
townspeople—Ed.]
a large office, wash room and other
P. E. Storer is a patient in the conveniences. Two floodlights have
Maine General Hospital. Portland.
been added on the front of the build
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Gladys ing.
Poland returned Monday from a visit
Barge L. |& W. B. (C. & Co. No. 4 is
with their sister, Mrs. Edward Con being loaded by the St. Oeorge
nor in Winchester, Mass.
Granite Co. with 95 000 paving blocks
Mr and Mrs. Carl Billings of Win- and
tons of random stone for New
Chester, Mass., have been guests of! YOr(j
Mrs. S. E. Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rawley have
Mrs. Albert Riley and Stephen Riley
pafifiing
MfS
of South Portland were visitors thb Raw!ey.s brQther jQhn T
week of S. A. Jones and Miss Helen
Mass
Jones.
Mrs. iBeulah Alien entertained the
Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union has
Rebekah Sewihg Circle Monday night
been visiting Mrs. Esther Davis.
at her home.
A fire in the ell of Dennis Mank's
Cecil Andrews Who is chief engineer
house, caused by a defective chimney,
on a large steamer, was home for a
caused a battle Friday morning for,
Thanksgiving visit.
the fire department. In order to ex» cut |
“ *”"8

Page Five

THE SEA BREEZE
Mrs. James Gregory
|

Miss Carolyn Calde,wood and Miss
Ernestine Carver were home from
University of Maine for the holiday.
Norma Gray, Rebecca Arey and
Ruth Brown arrived Wednesday from
Farmington Normal School to spend
Thanksgiving Day with their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of
Watervllle were ln town for the holl.
day

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
In your ipaper of Nov. 16 is an ac
count of a grand ball held at the
Rink, June 4. 1896 I can tell you of
one held here quite a number of years
before that. I have the dance pro1 Joseph Brown of Bangor, W. C.
gram which follows:
i Washburn of Boston and Rufus Hall
Grand Ball
of Rockland, were among the guests
by
this week at the Central Hotel.
The Bachelor Club
at
; Avis Johnson of Boston passed
Granite Hall, Vinalhaven
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. W. Y.
on Friday Evening, April 4. 1884
Fossett.
Music by Meservey's Quadrille Band
Edith Weir, a student at Bates Col
lege, was guest of her uncles, Frank
Floor Directors
S. J. Webb Grimes and Fred Grimes for Thanks
J. S. Black
giving.
Aids
Malcolm Smith returned Saturday
J. E. Roberts
T. B. Lane
to a C.CC Camp in Jefferson.
Thomas Carlin Horace Hcpkins
Miss Jane McFarland, a Student
James Grant
W. L. Coburn
of Teachers' College, Boston, was
C. W. Berry
W H. Morton
guest over the holiday of Birger Mag
O. P. Lyons
nuson and Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. people to skate. A. M. Cassie has the
Executive Committee
J. R. Frohock
O P. Lyons Philbrooks.
contract for the work. Dr. Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Oregory have j Sanborn of Waterville was guest.
T. B. Lane
I don't think any of the committee returned from a week's trip in Rock
land and vicinity.
are living today.
through the slate roof of ihe ell ad-1
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
Dance Programme
The first issue of "Tlie Vinalhaven
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell en
joining the house which is built of
Neighbor " S. L. Winslow editor, was haven office from the arrival of the
tertained relatives from Rockland Grand March and Circle
brick. A great deal of damage was
boat Monday afternoon, Nov. 29, until
ion sale Wednesday.
Quadrille
over the holiday.
done by smoke and water.
The seventh annual Thanksgiving its departure Wednesday.—adv.
Spanish and Hop
• • • ■
The offlcers of Medomak Chapter,
get together was held at the home of
Contra, Boston Fancy
Baptist Church Notes
Royal Arch Masons, were inducted by
Mrs. Inez Conant. A large turkey
Quadrille
NORTH WALDOBORO
Bradford C. Redonnet t and Elden J. Worship Sunday at the church on I Waltz
was the centerpiece, surrounded by
Munsey of Wiscasset at the annua! 1 the Hill will be at 10.30 o'clock with
all the “fixin’s" including fancy
j Eight Hand Reel
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walter. Maude
installation. They are Fred Simmons, the pastor speaking on the theme
salads, mince pie and plum pudding Mank and E. D. Mank were Rockland
Contra. Lady of the Lake
H P.; Harlow Genthner, K.; Ralph “The croud, and One." Sunday
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Irv visitors Tuesday.
1 Spanish and Hop
Pollard, S ; Robert Sheaff, Sec.; Ralph School will follow this service iming Fifield. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kit
| Quadrille
Miss Ethelyn Gibson who was in
Stahl, C. of H.; Thomas L. Richards I mediately and everyone is invited to
tredge. Mrs. Montlieu Grindle and
ill health the past few months at
P. S.; Garland Day, C.; Roy Mack, j remain for an hour of fellowship and i Schottische and Polka
ison Bruce; Mrs. Florence Smith and
Floyd Benner and Oral Ludw.g, M I discussion in the various classes for Quadrille
the home of her mother. Rev. Mary
! Portland Fancy
son Clinton. Mrs. Susan Hopkins;
Gibson, has resumed her duties in a
of V. A program followed the in- every age.
Mrs. Emma Smith. Mrs. Jennie Pat
' Waltz
Lewiston hospital.
stallation.
There will be no Sunday night servterson. Mrs. Inez Conant.
I Quadrille
Louis Boisineault. aide de camp ice, for the congregation is expected
A. W, Winchenbach and Mr. and
The Lions Club with an attendance
Contra, Virginia Reel
at Stahl's Tavern, ate Thanksgiving to attend the Spiritual Recovery CruMrs.
Chester Duncan made a visit
of 20 enjoyed a banquet Wednesday
1 Walts
turkey with his aunt, Mrs. Mabel sade by the Taylor brothers in the I Quadrille
night at Kents." L. B. Dyer was Monday in Waldoboro.
Mank in Boston, and remains there Community Building. Rojkland. All
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank who
speaker and gave a talk on “Insur
I Varsuviana and Danish
over the weekend. Upon his return those who wish to attend and have
ance." Keith Carver will speak at have employment in North Ray
1 Spanish and Hop
he will find that a duck has re not been able to go because of the
the next meeting. G. C. Peaslee was mond, passed last weekend at LexContra, Lady of the Lake
placed the turkey and that it's neck lack of transportatioin, are asked to i Waltz
the winner of the door award. Dr. ton Mank's.
make it known to the pastor and a
will be considerably tougher
One Quadrille, the 12th. was Ladies' Ralph Farle was admitted to memMrs. Martha Eugley is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston way will be provided. Nearly all lo Choice.
Lydia Morse attended the Wombership. The club is sponsoring the
cal residents will attend afternoon
spent Thanksgiving in Houlton.
N. C. C. 7. ! flooding of the ball ground on School an's Club meeting Tuesday in WalMr. and Mrs. Bicknell Hall of Bos and evening, taking a basket lunch
Vinalhaven, Nov. 26.
street as a safe park for the young doboro.
ton spent Thanksgiving and the i.whioh may be eaten in the building 1
between services.
weekend at Stahl's Tavern.
Prayer meetings and all other serv
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Stanley
Poland have returned from a week's ices discontinued for the past three
weeks will be resumed next week.
visit in Boston.
• • • •
There are plenty of sales when you 1
Ford-Rowland
don’t want to buy but Lindsey s [
Mrs Margaret Rowland was united
in marriage to Warren C. Ford o. great December sale comes at just
Rockland in a pretty ceremony Nov. the right time. A-l winter clothing '
at smashing low prices just at win- !
10 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A P
Jackson. The house was charmingly ters doorstep. See our adv. last
decorated with fall flowers and re Thursday or this coming Tuesday on
freshments were served after the Page l. Lindsey's, Watte Block,
Thomaston.—adv.
ceremony.
The bride was given in marriage by
her mother, Mrs. Dalton Raynes of
NEW HARBOR
Matinicus; A. P. Jackson was best
Congratulations are extended to
man and Gladys Horjuli the brides
Mr.
and Mrs. Augustus Tukey on
maid. Miss Joyce Ludwig made an
attractive flower girl.
Rev. C. the birth of son Nov. 20.
Mrs. Leah Gilbert, Mrs. Brewer,
Vaughan Overman, pastor of the
Baptist Church, was the officiating Misses Geraldine Gifford and Caroclergyman. The wedding march was I lyn Gilbert motored Saturday to
played by Mrs. Louise Jackson with Rockland.
Mrs. Roy Ludwig as soloist.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford, Mr.
The ceremony was attended by a and Mrs. M. F. McFarland, Mrs. Leah
large number of guests from Rock- Gilbert and Mr. and Mrs. Stanford
land and Waldoboro.
Tukey were among those who at-----------------; tended the recent beano party at the
There are plenty of sales when you Community Hall at Pemaquid Beach,
don't want to buy but Lindsey's
Fred Duplisey who has been congreat December sale comes at just flned to the house several days with
the right time. A-l winter clothing 8n injured knee ls able to resume his
at smashing low prices just at win- ' duties.
ter's doorstep. See our adv. last
Mr. and Mrs. Riley McFarland have
Thursday or this coming Tuesday on I moved to the vUlage for the wlnter
Page l. Lindsey's, Watte Block,
Mrs. George Simmons is visiting
Thomaston.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Russell at Long
Cove while Mr. Simmons is at Me
PORT CLYDE
morial Hospital in Damariscotta for
treatment.
Ulysses T. Wallace, who has been
Mrs. Nina Little spent Wednesday
guest of his daughter, Mrs. John
with Mrs. Maynard McFarland.
Field, for a week, returned Monday
Mrs. Annabelle McFarland is vis
to Waltham, Mass.
iting for an indefinite time with Mrs.
Steamer Virginia of iRockland was Russell Brackett and son Norman.
in the harbor Tuesday with bait for
Mrs. Lida Fillmore is guest of her
the lobster fishermen.
sister Mrs. Earl Fields and family at
John Field, Jr. of Monhegan visited Monhegan for a week or ten days.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Field,
Miss Joyce Munsey entertained her
last weekend.
Sunday School Class “The Merry
The entertainment and candy sale Maids" and the teacher Mrs. Fill
held Tuesday by the Grammar more Wednesday night at her
School in,the Grange hall at Martins- home.
ville was well attended and enjoy-| Kendall Hanna of Augusta spent
able. Considerable talent was dis-1 the weekend with his mother Mrs.
played by the youngsters and they Nellie Moon.
deserve much credit. Special praise
Carl Fillmore is at home after
is due Mrs. Bragdon for her work in passing several weeks with his aunt
coaching. The program given by the Miss Anne Fillmore in Presque Isle,
young pupils ln the primary room
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Williams of
was fine also.
Exeter. N. H., Mrs. Williams’ mother
and Mrs. Anne Gardner of Cam
bridge, Mass., spent Wednesday in
Vinalhaven & Rockland town calling on friends.
The Willing Workers met Thursday
Steamboat Company
ROCKLAND
for an all day session. Miss Addie
Poland, Mrs. Carrie Poole. Mrs. Mer
Service To:
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, tie Curtis, Mrs. Emily Brown and
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
Mrs. Tessie McFarland being invited
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
guests. A bountiful chicken dinner
FRENCHBORO
was served at noon and the afternoon
WINTER SERVICE
was spent ln sewing; Mrs. Edith
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
Little and Mrs. Carrie Poole played
(Subject to change without notice)
several selections on the piano. The
next meeting will be with Mrs. L. E.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up Bailey.
P. M.
A. M.
Mrs. Harold Long of Belmont,
Ar. 6 00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 4.40 Mass., is visiting her son Harold
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30 Wotton for a few days.
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Kelsey of South
Lv. 1.30 Bristol passed the weekend at Willis
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
136-tf
Gilbert’s.

QUICKER STARTS * GREATER ECONOMY
GEORGES RIVER ROAD

The afternoon service at the Finnish
Congregational Church will be held
Sunday at 1 o'clock. The Sunday
school will meet at 10 a. m. The busi
ness meeting will be held Tuesday at
7 o'clock. Oscarl Ellison. Anselm
Aho. Matti Elgland, and Julius An
derson were on the committee of the
recent church fair which brought a
profit of $89.77. Members of this
church are thankful to American and
Finnish friends, who by generous gifts
and contributions made fhe fair a suc
cess.

MT. PLEASANT VALLEY
Peary Merrifield has added two
mink to his collection of furs.
Daniel Bowley shot a large coon
Monday.
Arthur Hart killed a large deer
near the Morey cemetery Tuesday,
making three tagged in South Hope
on that day. The other two were
shot by Arthur Rcbbins of Union and
Mrs. Winnie Pushaw of South Hope.

27k model illustrated is thc BUICK SPECIAL 4-door touring aedan— $1047 delivered at Flint.
Fsnderwells, white sidewall tires and special accessaries extra

The prize Automobile Story of the year is wrapped up in Buick

—with Its DYNAFLASH ENGINE and TORQUE-FREE SPRINGING
HERE are several hundred thou
the power plant! Great as it is, there’s
sands of people who'll tell you something equally great doing mar
from personal experience that Buick
velous things at thc other end!
isn’t one to promise what it can't
That poised, jarless, winging ride is
provide.
one thing that BuiCoil Torque-Free
So when we’re all excited about thc Springing gives. Light-as-fiufl han
Dynaflash engine and its companion- dling-freedom from tail-wag —ab
in-greatness, BuiCoil Torque-Free sence of wander — these also stem
Springing—we’re not just gushing,
from those stout, easy-flexing, everwe’re stating facts you can prove out. soft springs of coiled steel.

T

Step in—take charge—put this quick
and quiet honey up against the kind
of driving you know best—you'll sense
instantly in its smoothness and lift
that this car is really giving you more
for your gasoline money!

Ask more of it than you’ve any honest
right to ask of any car—and the fret
less, gracious, joyous way it does
things tells you that you’ve got some
thing in that Dyna
flash engine!

You hold the road — even on sharp
curves. You face fewer skid risks—
even on ice-glazed streets. You find
rear tires last longer, spring greasing
is out, maintenance is simpler. All
because BuiCoil Springing is here!

Fool you? We wouldn’t even try! Let
us demonstrate, and you'll know
which car you’ve got to have!

A SAFETY CUSHION ON EACH WHEEL!
Buick replaces the usual type spring with thia special
spring of stout coiled steel and big direct-acting Trans
port Type shock absorbers. Rigidly aligned by the Torque
Tube, rear axle and wheels cannot twist or distort, cannot
affect steering, greatly reducing danger from skids. No
shackles, oo grease points, no chatter, no premature
rear tire wear.

AAATCH THESE VALUES I
Complete with DYNlFI.ASH engine and TORQUEFREE SPRINGING, these models deliver at Flint, Mich,
at these prices: Buick SPECIAL business coupe, $945;
Buick SPECIAL 4-door touring sedan, $1047; CEN
TURY 4-door touring sedan, $1297; ROADMASTER
4-door touring sedan, $1545; LIMITED 8-pa»senger
sedan, $2350. All prices include standard accessories.
Special accessories, local taxes if any and freight extra.
Better Buy Buick on Easy General Motort Term*

And don’t lavish

all your praise on

Motors Value

J12 MAIN fcTRF.F.T

C. ». HOPKINS,

ROCKLAND. ME.
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FOR SALE

Mr- and Mrs. Warren Cunningham I Advertisements ln this column not to *
.«. •». •••
w
W
...
„ u
____- 1 exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
'of Whitefield. Misses Barbara Hope. cents. three times for 50 cents. AddiSPOOL BED for sale; also bureaus,
Charles M. Richardson
Jean Alice and Geraldine Genthner tional Hue,
t^T’oM fSncd'b^
; of Aina were guest Thanksgiving Day to a line.
I 8et- b00,t
boo*8- ol<? f»sbloned bas8
Of Ward Three
viol, trunks. 2 pr crutches; house with
modern improvements; barn, 7 acres of
of Prin. and Mrs. George Cunning
land 32 OLIVER ST____________ 140-142
Ward One
ham.
•
FOUR STEERS
three heifers (all
Aldermen—Arthur W. Gray.
Edwin E. Simmons is confined to
I Herefonds). also two eood horses, for
sale MRS F O JAMESON. Warren
School Committee—Clara T. Curtis, 'tils home by illness.
I
142*144
tt
by Gladyi Si. Clair Htillad
Warden—Fred W. Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Buzzell spent
TWO registered Shorthorn cows for
POULTRY wantad. top prices paid. I. sale; also bull, 1 year otd. M. B. HOBBS,
Ward Clerk—Mary Sylvester.
the holiday with her parents Mr. POUST.
Hope___________________________ 142-144
91 No. Main St., Tel. 41-J
139*144
j
and
Mrs.
John
T.
Vose
ln
Portland.
STANDING hard wood for sale il
.
Ward Two
The chief topic of the musical ,off the concert stage until his 18th
Raymond Perkins of Erskine Acad ~WOMAN with school girl wishes po cord WILLARD WENTWORTH. Hope.
142*144
Alderman
—
John
T.
Perry.
sition In small family or widower's home. Me
world just now is the observance on >'ear- The offer was acePt*d and
emy faculty at South China was din MRS SAROENT. 19 Purchase S’.
TiWO Kineo parlor stoves for sale In
School Committee—Bernice Staples.
__________________ 142*144
., , , , „ ,
. Hofmann went to Berlin, where he
ner guest Thanksgiving Day of Mr.
: good condition. TEL. 1176
142*144
Nov. 29 in which Josef Holmann is
Warden—Albert Cables.
PATIENTS'”eared for at Rest Haven
studied under Urban and MoszkowPORTEF.-CABLE Take^a-bout sanding
and Mrs. Irvin Caln.
Convalescent
Home.
105
Llmerock
St,
Ward Clerk—G. Sheldon Gray.
the central figure for on that date it skl antj at
age Qf
under Anton
machine for sale.
Perfect condition,
140*142 price right. SPEARS GARAGE. South
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Young and Tel 1293 EVA AMES
will be fifty years since the 11-year- Rubinstein. After seven year's of repot
type
j
Warren.
141*143
Ward Three
SUPERFEX
stove
wanted,
daughter Ruth Ellen spent the holi
140*142
burner 11 STATE ST.
old Hofmann played before an aston-1 tirement he returned to the concert
THIRTY-FIVE cords hard dry wood
Alderman—James P. Kent, y
day at the home of "Mr. and Mrs. _______________________________________
------------------------- -------------------------------- - for sale; long and fitted, priced to sell.
School Committee—Vivian
F. Lou Upham.
ished audience in the Metropolitan stage with Rubinstein's endorse*
~
~
MATn SAARI, Waldoboro.
141*143
Hewett.
Schools were closed Wednesday for
Opera House. In connection with ment.
GREEN Hard Mountain wood for sale,
• • • •
87.50 Junks; $8 fitted; $1 ft. del. HAS
Warden—Lola M. Smith.
the remainder of the week.
this event. Olin Downes, noted critic,
KELL BROS . 45 So. Main St.. Tel. 25
Hofmann believes that this seven
Ward Clerk—Alice Luke.
Mbs Roberta Holbrook is at home
140*142
has contributed a most interesting j yeare. absence from the stage did
from Gorham Normal School for the I five-room upstair tenement to let, 1 BULL DOGS for sale; two pretty
Ward Four
, lights, cellar, toilet, shed. »12 month dark puppies, white
markings; six
article to the New York Times Maga- him harm. He says that it would
hcliday weekend.
water paid Tel 1017-J H b barter. week3 old; also grown male, dark MRS
Alderman—Raymond C. Perry.
ROSE
HUPPER.
Tenant's
Harbor, Tel.
zine, of Nov. 21, entitled "Still a have been best for him to be out in
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier and |__________________ _________ 142-tf
School
Committee—Harold E.
FURNISHED heated apt, to ’.et, at 25 *-8139-141
Prodigy After Piftv Years." and from j Publlc- learntr'* his business ln the
children of Rockland spent Thanks- North Main St. ELMER C. DAVIS. 375
COAL. wood, coke for sale; delivered
Coombs.
only way. eventually, that you learn
anywhere In Knox County. J. B. PAUL
1
giving
with
his
mother.
Mrs.
Minnie
;
Mam
st,
Tel.
77,
I26*i28-tf
that I will quote at random:
Warden—Frank L. Newbert.
it—by playing before audiences. In- j
FVRNISHED apartment to let. MRS SEN, Tel. Thomaston 62.________ 124*144
I Crozier.
142-tf ~1935DODGE >2 ton pick-up for sale,
Ward Clerk—Josephine P. Scho
LEOLA ROSE. IOO Union St
"Josef Hofmann was then making stead he has kept in his corner.
i A family dinner party was held
FIVE-ROOM apartment to let. MRS low mlleace, excellent condition I.EON
field.
his American debut and beginning. practicing exersices and piling up a
A LUDWIG. Newcastle.
139*141
Thursday at the home of Mr. and CHARLES MCAULIFFE, 42 rulton St,_____________
960-R.
________________ 141*143
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale BERT
Ward Five
on this side of the water, tne career ■ repertory in which he had yet to 1
Mrs. Kenneth Daucett. Those pres Tel.
IN THOMASTON to let—modern house j COLLAMORE. New County Road.,
140*142
which has made him a leading figure Prove himself. He says. too. that re
Alderman—Wm. J. Sullivan.
ent were: air. and Mrs. Maynard and apartment, 6 rooms. Comfortable, ]
LYNN range burner, deluxe, also cir
School Committee—Flora Mer Graffam. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Rich-. easy to heat. Garage with each. For par
in the modern world of art. He was tirement as a young boy made it dif
ticulars see W J ROBERTSON LUMBER culating heater for quick sale—bar
chant.
a prodigy back in 1889. It is not over flcult for him later on to escape the
; ards and daughters, Carolyn and YARD. Thomaston______________ 141-143 gains. A. L ROKES. Tel. 880. City
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Libby en
UNIURNISHED apartment to let. three _________________________________ 139*141
Warden—Bernice A. Hatch.
statement to remark that today he fate of the child wonder coming back.,
Doris, Harold Graffam. Miss Mildred
PAIR black horses for sale, weight
rooms all In good condition. rent very
In
speaking
of
technique.
Hofmann
HE original “Big Apple” —and
tertained at a family gathering
Ward Clerk—Lura F. Doherty.
is a prodigy of another kind, since.
Graffam. Mr. and Mrs. Daucett and low FLOYD SHAW. 47 North Main St. about 1200 pounds, clever and good work
little Alice Noben is finding it Thanksgiving Day, their guests being
ers
Reasonable price. LEON A LUD
Tel.
422-R.
140-142
at the maturity and the plenitude of)
w Mr. D°wnes My hand is
children. Kenneth. Mary and ArWard Six
139*141
quite a job to even dent this huge
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern i WIG. Newcastle
his powers, he may be designated as a bad one for tlle piano and m> tech- Baldwin.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Libby
and
;
lenc.
Grown in the orchard of
apartment to let. with garage. 38 Beech
1937 DODOE 4-door Touring Sedan for
Alderman
—
Marcellus
M.
Condon.
one of the two or three living pianist; biQds is limited. Then Mr. Downes Theodor Oxholm at Esopus, N. Y., daughter Marilyn, of Winter Harbor
Mrs. Rose Biackington. who has St Hent reasonable. L. A. THURSTON, sale, low mileage, perfect condition.
School Committee—Edith Atwood.
Tel. 1159.________________________ 140-147 , LEON A LUDWIG. Newcastle.
139*141
who are able to forge a beauty which S°fs on to say: Those of us who a director of thc New York and
Mrs. Da,ad L.bby and children Elea
been
a patient at Knox Hospital for
UPSTAIRS APT, to let. four newly
SEVENTEEN OUNS for sale or trade,
Warden—Leroy A. Watson.
New England Apple Institute, this
links thc art of the present with that bave followed Hofmann s appearnor and David, of Rockland. Mr. and
three weeks, underwent a second op decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX also watches. GEORGE K. JAMESON,
entire-pie-in-the-raw weighed nearly
Ward Clerk—Janet W. Tait,
ST.. Tel 156-W___________________ 138-tf j RFD. Rockland.________________ 139*141
of the mighty past.
5 ances can reca11 occasions that made a pound and a half, and measured
Mrs. Guy Libby and son Neil. Mr. and
eration Wednesday.
STRAW for sale. MABEL O. ORINFIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Ward Seven
"It was the decade which witnessed of tbe P‘ano a whole orchestra and seventeen inches in circumference.
Mis. Fred Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mrs. Susie Auspland has been ac Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable; fire NELL. Union.
139'141
the debuts of Fritz Kreisler. Moriz almost «ave the iUuslon of brass and
wood
for
the
cutting.
TEL.
793-W
after
: Libby, Jr. and sons. Ronald and Mal
Alderman—Russell Bartlett.
cepted as substitute teacher in the 4pm___________________________ 136-tf
F. FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
101-M
135-tf
Rosenthal and Eugene d Albert. Percussion as well as wood and be of great permanent benefit to mu colm.
School Committee—Ethel B. Con local school. She will begin her
...
.11,1
—
FURNISHED apartment to let. four ' ......
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric,
Sarsate made hls flrst American ap-' strings, causing the listener to man el sical education.' He referred to the
1 duties Monday at the East Side Pri- [ rooms bath V. F. studley. 283 Main Franklin for wood or coal; also coffee
Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Davis, hao non.
,
St. Tel. 1154 or 77 Park St, Tel. 330
pearance. The triumphs of Etelka at his endless strength and speed , Curtis Institute of Music, in Phila as holiday guests Capt. and Mrs. E
Warden—Edward M. Tolman.
i mary, relieving Mrs. Clara Lane, who
138-M percolator, restaurant size; 138 CAM
DEN ST. Tel. 1214-M. Call after 5 p. m.
Gerster. Christine Nillson and Ade- and caPacltV for tone color. Tech- delphia. of which he has been direc- w Freeman, Mrs. Bertha Radcliffe
Waid Clerk—Dorothy M. Baxter lhas been filling the position since
134-tf
SEVEN-ROOM apartment to let at 14
lma Patti were in the news. Brahms!nical Problems have seemed hardly tor since 1926, and where he has had
.. ■
---------[the illness of the regular teacher. Suffolk St. Inquire TEL 101-M. 135-tf g*" "
of Rockland, and Lawrence Upham.
was living. Wagner had died only to exist for him.
whole-hearted co-operation in abol
UPSTAIR apartment to let. flve rooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Averill had Church Sunday will be 9.30 a. m, 1 Mrs. Wilma Rhodes.
I
'But it's a fact. Hofmann in ishing the customary tuition fees and
bath; at 34 Pleasant St TEL. 902-W. 36
four years earlier. Tchaikovsky was
Holy Eucharist.
Mrs. Effie Salisbury and Mr. and Pleasant
as
visitors
Thanksgiving
Day,
Mr
St.
138-tf
sists.
'I
have
pupils
who
have
far
just hitting his stride. A young man
establishing a music school where and Mrs. Everett Cunningham and
In order that those who wish may I Mrs. Frank Salisbury were holiday
FURNISHED apartment to let of four
named Richard Strauss had yet to b‘Ker technique than I. They insist talent is the only key to admission.
attend the Spiritual Recovery Cru guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. rooms
MALE INSTRUCTION Men to take up
and bath. MRS J. P WHITE.
Mrs.
Edna
Nash
of
Warren.
cross the Atlantic. Edward MacDow- tdat 1 Pla>’ certain things faster than ( "Did he like teaching? Did he think
102 union St. Tel. 628-M
136-tf Air Conditioning and Electric Refrig
sade. in Rockland, services at the E, A. Champney.
eration
and better themselves
Must
Tlie
Friendly
Club
will
meet
ln
the
ell had Just gone to study with Sav- tb*y do But 1 have Proved b> me" it had a bad effect on the playing of
Baptist Church will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Ballard enterHOUSE to let. with all Improvements, be mechanically Inclined, willing to train
Methodist
vestry,
Tuesday
at
7.15
tronome
that
I
don
t.
You
see.
my
In
spare
time
to
qualify.
Write
UTILI
ard and Marmontel in Paris.
a virtuoso? Mr. Hofmann did not
at these hours: Bible School at 9 j tained at dinner Thanksgiving Day corner Llmerock St, and Broadway. TIES INST , care The Courier-Gazette 
month. V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
“For that evening program young hand is small; the fingers are no: hesitate. Tt is the duty of every o'clock. There will be a quilt to knot. o'clock; morning preaching service Mrs. Lillian Perkins of Bangor. Mr. 825
_________________________________ 140*142
St, or 77 Park St, Tel. 1154 or 330
Note
the
change
in
the
day.
133-tf I PIGS KILLED, good work, prompt servHofman played Beethoven's C major. l0n8 enough for everything I need. musician who has inherited a living
omitted; Christian Endeavor at 6 and Mrs. Delmont Ballard of Worlce MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138 142-144
Mr. and Mrs. Willis L. Stiles (Mary p. m.; evening service omitted. For;cester, Mass, and Mrs. and Mrs,
Concerto with an orchestra of 100 nor are th«>' able t0 stretch aPart as tradition to pass it on to the next
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
rooms,
bath
MRS
W
S
KENNISTON.
musicians directed by Adolf Neuen- ^ar as 1 should like. If an interval generation' he said. ‘It is one of the Carter), of Woodfords, are receiving the convenience of those planning Maynard Graffam,
176 So Main St, Tel 874-W
133-tf let for the season. Phone ue. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
dorff; he also played a Polacca of on the keyboard which must be con- few ways in which those traditions congratulations upon the birth to attend the morning service in
Mrs. Daisy Torrey of Rockland
rent to let on Trinity St __________________________________ 131-tf
Weber in Liszt s arrangement, and. nected is too big I have to jump from can be perpetuated. It is a duty.'
fhursday of a son. William Calvin. Rockland at 1080 o'clock, a bus will spent the holiday with her daughter, AnFIVE-ROOM
excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS. 70
Main
8t
Park
Sts.
127-tf | Park St. Radiators repaired, recored and
as solos, compositions by Rameau. tone t0 tone- Of course, you don t
The Celebrity Concert Series at at the Maine Eye & Ear Infirmary leave here at 10 o'clock.
Mrs. Leland Hawkins and family.
cleaned
New and used radiators. Work
Chopin and himself. "When he con- know when I am Jumping But I Portland City Hall auditorium opens 1K Portland.
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart- [ guaranteed We also L iy used radlaMr. and Mrs. Eugene Clo6son and
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham enment
to
let
at
15
Summer
St,
MRS.
j
tors
ln
any
condition.
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eluded the Beethoven concerto a know. Its a problem I have to Monday night. Nov. 29. with Mischa
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Dewhurst re- children, Arlene and Adeline, will tertained members of their family FROST. Tel. 318-W
131-tf
PLANO, vocal. Hawaiian a mar. piano
thunder of applause swept through r*ckon with But I have this advan- Levitzki. renowned pianist, present- turned to East Bridgewater. Mass return to Linwood, Mass. Sunday, at Thanksgiving dinner and a theaccordion lessons at your home. 11.
the Opera House and pianists of re-1 tage: I know what I can do and what ir.g this program: Part 1: Sonata a today after being holiday guests of after being with her parents. Mr. and atre party in Waldoboro. Guests
C A LUNDELL. Friendship.
131-tf
WATCHMAKER Repairing
.-atches,
pute were moved almost to tears," f can t d0 Some performers don t Major Scarlatti; Melody from "Or- Mr. and Mrs. Prank D. Hathorne.
Mrs. Heibert Newbert for the holi- were Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraclocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
thus wrote W. J. Henderson for the know what they can t do.
pheus, Gluck-Sgambati. ar.d Sonata.
Mrs. George
Gardiner spent
hay weekend. ham and children Maynard and
liver. 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J
131-tf
New York Times. ‘Josef Hofmann
• • s •
Opus 57. Beethoven. Part 2. D
Thanksgiving with her father, Henry Miss Edith M. Keller has returned Nancy, Mr. and Mrs. William IngraLADIES—Reliable hair goods at £<.:kplayed not only like an artist but like
Josef Hofmann will be 62 years old Abends. Aufschwung. and TraumarsBROWN
male
Pomeranian
lost
Mon

Hunt in Augusta. She was accom- heme after spending Thanksgiving ham, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash. Mrs.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall on tra
day. answers to name of "Laddie." Re solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
a master.'
J on Jan. 20. There is one of the ro- wirren. from "Phanta 'stuck. Schupanied by her niece Miss Elizabeth Day with her sister. Mrs. Carleton Annie Dean and Mrs. Nancy J. Tri- ward. TEL 1028-W, 148 Broadway
131-.f
__________________________________
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“Today Josef Hofmann is in the mantic pose about him; he is too mann. and Two Preludes, in A Major Hunt, of Hebron, who teaches in
Hammond, in South Portland. bou.
PAPER PRESS for sale, for bahng old
position of the master whose period serious an artist to have the smallest and F Major and Scherzo C sharp Rockport.
Mrs. Albert D. Davis was holiday
Mr. nd Mrs. Douglas Bisbee and
NOTICE is hereby given of the loss of paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
113-tf
i
____ . ...
, ,,
__ .
. , ,
„ _ , ,
,
x
_«
,
deposit book numbered 27360. Issued ln at this OFFICE.
of phenomenal juvenility is seen to shred of conceit or self-delusion, Minor. Chopin. Part 3: The En
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank children of Rockland spent Thanks- the name of Fred Anderson. Rockland.
have been not something exotic or i And he has a many- faceted interest chanted Nymph and Valse Tzigane
Maine,
and
the
administrator
of
the
esj
Miss Genevieve Bradlee. a student G. Hallowell, in Rockland.
giving Day with his parents. Mr. tate of Fred Anderson asks for dupll- 1
precocious, but the veritable begin- in life. At Camden, Maine, he worked by Levitzki. Jeaux d'Eau. by Ravel. 1 at Bryant & Stratton Business Col
cate ln accordance with the provision of j
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Donaldson, and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Sr.
nings of the career of a great artist, most of the summer on two inven- and La Campanella. by Paganin: lege, in Boston, is visiting her father, of Bath, passed Thursday with Mr.
Baptist Church: John W. Hyssong, bank by edward j hei.'i iEii^\rrea-^He keeps a singularly boyish expres- ’ tions, one to make crisper and lighter Liszt.
; Joseph Bradlee. for the holiday re- and Mrs. Alexander Donaldson.
minister: Sunday services will begin urer- Rocltiand. Me, Nov. 24, 1937
141*Th-147
sion of countenance and has the I the fall of the piano key. the other
Levitzki has won no small fame for cess.
A public card party will be held j with morning worship at 1 o'clock
same simplicity and reticence of I concerned with electrical ampliflca- his remarkable memory. It is said
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mayo and Iln Masonic hall. Monday night under with sermon .by the pastor. “Believing
manner which always distinguished I tion of piano tone. His house is that one? ir. Australia he played
children. Margaret and Roberta are|the auspices of the Star Circle of,that Christ Saves;" 12 noon, Bible
MICKIE SAYS—
him. Like most men of real mental heated with an oil burner of his own nine completely different recital prospending the holiday weekend with Grace Chapter, the proceeds to be School with classes for all; 6 o'clock
stature, he is simple, courteous, averse i design and he has a boat with all grams during a three-week period
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Berkley used for the International Temple i Christian Endeavor service, Earle i
to giving or receiving fulsome praise, sorts of special machinery.
representing over ICO compositions.
IF WE HAD A REPORTER.
Fund. Mr.s. Leah F. Davis is chair- Dean, leader; 7.30 p. m. service will
Burgess in Southwest Harbor.
"The boy pianist gave 40 concerts ; "It was with very evident happiness In addition, he performed several
FOR EACH REAPER, WE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner who man' There wil1 be tables for con- | be omitted and all are urged to atCOULD PRIHT AU- TH’ A4RUS
here in America in two and a half that Mr. Hofmann referred to the concertos with orchestral accompni,;visited relativesand friends in Rich- tract and auctl0,> bridge. “63" and tend the evangelistic service at ComABOUT EV'RVROPyv. BUT
months, and some observers insisted | coming celebration of his golden jub- ment. an achievement rarely equaled.
mond endBrunswick, for the past any other card game that may ** de" munity Buil j)ng in Rockland,
WE GAMT BE EVRNWHERE
that his health was beginning to give dee in this his adopted country. At
month, have returned home.
I sired.
s‘red- Playing
Playing will
will begin
begin at 7.30 , Robert Paul and family of RockAT OWCE, SO YOU CAW HELP
way under the strain. There was his concert on Nov. 28 an orchestra
US IF YOU WILL, BV GIVIW& US
o'clock.
i land spent Thursday with hls par- I
Another child pianist has appeartd
Miss Alcada L. Hall arrived Wed
public indignation and the Society . of young students and graduates will on the scene—Julius Katchen 11
AWV ITEMS OF GEUERAL
Mr and Mrs. Ira Vinal were guests J ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul.
INTEREST ABOUT YOURSELF
for thc Prevention of Crulty to Child-' accompany him. ‘America,’ he said years of age. Conductor Eugen- Or- nesday from Sanford to spend the Thanksgiving Day of Miss Adelaide , The annual business meeting and '
OR FAMILY
)
ren
intervened and
eventually has rewarded me generously. This .nandy ‘cnuiered" the lad. It w.:s holiday recess from ner duties as
Lermond.
: election of officers of the Trytohelp (
music
instructor
in
the
public
schools,
brought an end to the tour. Alfred j is also the place where, thanks to
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer had j Club will take place Tuesday night I
Corning Clark of New York then of-' Mrs. Mary Curtis Bok. I have been during a iehsa*sal of the Ph'.Itc*!- with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al
phia Orchestra ias. spring. Sud.leniv bert Hall.
j as Thanksgiving Day guests, Mrs. , at the Baptist vestry, preceded by a
ferd to advance $50,000 for the boy's enabled to take part in an artistic the doors of the auditorium opened
' Errol Buker and son. Leon, of Bruns- covered dish supper.
further education, if he would remain enterprise which I believe is going to and a boy entered, asked for OrLs ,oise Dunn of Jenklnstown. < wick. Mr. and Mrs Lawrence SawA special communication of St.
manrty. said "I've brought my music. t' "‘
lhe Thanksgiving re- ! yer. and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Turner.: Paul's Lodge F.A.M, is scheduled
and I've come to play for him." Im- CC‘ ’’ ‘ nm ber 5tudies at Beaver ColMrs. Francis Friend and daughters 1 for Monday night with work on the
FLORIDA
pressed by the straightforward at- 'f?e "',fl bcr Parer-fs. Mr. and Mrs. Margaret and Helen and Miss Mary Entered Apprentice degree.
tack. Ormandy yielded to impulse. a''rcnce H. Dunn,
Friend of Skowhegan, visited Friday
Miss Harriet Cavanaugh went to
had the parts distributed to the men.
' “ ' Kat‘lfr>ne Creighton, who is with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Rhode Island Wednesday to spend
gave his assistant the baton, and sat a tending Katherine Gibbs Secre J. Lineken, on Dunn street.
|the holiday and weekend with
down in the empty house to listen tarlaI S0*1001 ir> Boston, is spending
Friendship Temple, Pythian Sisters friends.
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern ln every wsy.
while Julius Katchen began the firs*
holiday weekend with her mother,
have invited members of Mayflower I Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
movement of the Mozart Concerto— ^s-John Creighton,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
vric svo-i.
X,
i Temple. Pythian Sisters and friends, j daughter Katherine of Manchester,
;
at|to an entertainment and refresh-H, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small and
the one he did with the Philharmonic
COURSER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
Nov. 22. He expected to listen Mlss Conklln's Secretarial School in
---< „... vapIt aim. i. —in. u
| ments to be given Tuesday night ai children and Mrs. Affie Small of
WHITE VELLUM
June to
fs with b
her
Booklet
five minutes he heard the work to y,cw y°rk
^offY
Uy,o^
®r Jparents,
’aren,ts’i 7.30 ln Friendship. A ; nail admls- Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene St. j
Monarch Size
October
end. Then he promised the "Ir . and Mrs Jame8 PoH-during the
on
Clair and children of Camden were ,
sion fee will be charged.
75 sheets 7%xlO$4
!
holiday
recess.
Application
flotel
boy that one day he would be his so
Mrs. Blanchard T. Orne went to j holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
50 envelopes 4x7 $4
Maselynn
loist. On Oct. 21 that promise was,
Your name and address on paper
Waterville
Thursday to visit Prof. Cb^les In*rahamStamford
fulfilled.
Thc
critics
hailed
him
as
vinrini
r*
1°^
lburn
-M
is#
and envelopes printed in B,oe,
Corner Second Street
Miss Marion Cavanaugh who has '
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
who "as- 'lrgltua Carr and Richard Carr of and Mrs. Arthur G. Eustis.
Black. Green or Brown ink.
“an amazing new star
N. Y.
been
at
home
for
a
few
days,
lias
re

and Firat Avenae
Manager
Camden, were holiday guests of Mr.
(jenuine &nqravt<)
tounded the audience with playingL. T’’
sumed her nursing duties at the Pet- !
Only $1.35 postpaid
Moderate Rates
of "power, style musicianship and
CraafordThere are plenty of sales when you tapiece Hospital,
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
emotional
significance."
Young from Fverptt
retUrned
don't want to buy but Lindsey's
At Ths Lowest Prices In HUlotrl
Katchen was born August. 1926 in'.
' ass ’* ter ^fig with great December sale comes at just
MLss Annie M. Lowell
West End. New Jersey. He has had
and Mrs' 1 B
the right time. A-l winter clothing
Visiting Cards
Miss Annie Maxine Lowell, 24. old- j
only one teacher—hls grandmother ‘
'
1 y
100 paneled cards, choice ol 4
at smashing low prices just at win
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
Do you remember Marion Rous.!
' an , rs' ' F’ Andrews spent ter's doorstep. See our adv. last est daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burton I
PLATE INCLUDED, only — »1.M
the charming auburn-haired pianist-1
Day witn Mr and Mrs. Thursday or this coming Tuesday on Lowell, died suddenly Thursday aft- '
ernoon
at
her
home
on
Union
street,
lecturer who appeared in Rockland
' “'’'maii n Rockland,
Wedding Announcements
Page 1. Lindsey's, Watts Block,
following a long perici of 111 health. I
several years ago at an annual conKilborn officiated at Thomaston.—adv.
or Invitations
Funeral services will t? held Sunday j
On white or ivory stock—wed
vention of the State Federation of 6 marna6e Wednesday night of
ding or plate finish. Inside and
at 2 p. m.
Music Clubs? I note that under the,'
10 et Back and Leonard Maker
End of the Month Sale at Buroutside envelopes, and PLATE IN
Miss
Lowell
was
born
in
this
town,
1
title of "What to Listen For Miss
George'.
CLUDED ________________ M.9$
ciell's Dress Shop. 25 Women's and
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Rous is giving preparatory readings
° 10w Wilson, who spent the Misses Dresses marked very low' for was a graduate of Rcckport High
RATES:
Social Stationery
School and was afterward employed
for Philharmonic-Symphony listen- !Ia'S‘eW days with his motheL Mrs.
immediate clearance—adv.
J,n5le
Special styles for men and women.
in the burling room of the Knox
to Your hotel in BOSTON
ers. to enl.ance enjoyment and ungar Wilson, went Thursday to
A choice of lovely colors, mono
Woolen Co. until about a year ago
grams and styles of engraving,
derstanding. The fee for 12 readings Baltimore, to rejoin the S. S. Coi
j oradian
All «00«U *'**
when illness forced her to leave.
PLATE INCLUDED_____________
LINETTE SUPERFINE
ls $12. single readings. $125.
500
Rooms
$2.25. $3.95 and up.
Sr****' «*<Uy
Services at the Federated Church 1
White Writing
Since that time she had been
Sunday will be: Sunday School at |
j under doctor's care and had received
48 folded sheets 444x7%
Business Stationery
RADIO
THOMASTON
36 envelopes 4x514
Sweeten it with Domino 9.45 o'clock; imorning worship at 11 j
special treatment at a Boston hos500 business cards or HammermUl
SERVIDOR
TUESDAY, NOV. 30
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
Your name and address printed
j
pital.
She
had
recently
shown
much
o'clock,
subject
of
the
pastors
ser

pure cane-deqn-full weight mon “All Round and Whole Time Re- |
TUB’-.SHOWER
CLUDED. only__________ $7.95
on sheets and envelopes or mono
improvement in her condition until
“LOST HORIZON”
gram on paper, address on enve
Refined in U.S-A
ligion;
The
anthems
sung
at
the
about
a
week
ago
when
she
gradually
with
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
10 lbs.
RONALD
COLEMAN
union Thanksgiving service wHl be
began to fall. A specialist from
ink.
|
Slbx
Also Short Subject
repeated by request. The evening
Portland had been called and was
$1.15 postpaid
at NORTH STATION
about to leave for Rockport when
service will be at 7 o'clock and the
“MERRY CAFE”
•a STEP-frtmytf TRAIN-ttj/tw ROOM
subject wlll be "The Lordship of
word reached him that the end had tives are two sisters, Miss Olive Low
Admission 15c ard 25c
ICaneduga,.
Sugarj Christ. ’
Show 7.30
come.
ell and Miss Helen Lowell; and a
141-142
pT-anufated,
The only service at gt John's
Besides the parents, surviving rela- brother. Eugene Lowell,

[Miss Jessie M. Stewart has taken
charge of The Courier-Gazette's
Thomaston columns, and will be very
grateful for news items which may
be furnished for her. If you have
matters of interest in and around
Thomaston please notify her. The
telephone call is 149-13.1
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet in the vestry Wednesday at 2.30
o'clock. A public supper wlll be
served at 6 o'clock under the direc
tion cf Miss Edna Hilt, chairman of
the ccmmittee. In the evening, the
speaker will be Frank A Winslow of
Rockland, associate editor of The
Courier- Gazette, who wtil use for
his subject. "Six Million Wild Horses."
Misses A. Mabel Fernald and
Gladys Fernald were dinner guests
cf Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Brackett,
in New Harbor Thanksgiving Day. )
motoring there with Mr. and Mrs
Bert Murphy, of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas E. Vinal en
tertained at a family dinner party
Thanksgiving Eve to celebrate the
£Oth birthday anniversary of Mr.
Vinal's grandfather Ira Vinal. There
were about 20 lb the group including
ether grandchildren and great-grand
children.
• • • •
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Monday evening Mrs. Edgar Crock
ett entertained with two tables of
bridge, honors falling to Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Sylvester. Others present Sits Down To a London
were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson,
Lunch and Hears About
Miss Evelyn Haynes and Almon Coop
Canadian Northwest
er, Jr. Luncheon was served.

The Rotary Club

OClETY
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
Mr. and Mrs Stafford M. Congdon en
tertained 25 couples at the Country
Club Tuesday night at a holiday danc
ing party. The -lub rooms were most
attractive in decorations of vari-colcrcd bouquets of chrysanthemums.
The dance program closed with a
"slipper dance," each male selecting
a slipper from a collection in the cen
ter of the dance floor, and finding its
mate. Music was furnished by the
Windsor Club Orchestra of Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H, Fuller en Breakfast was served at 1 o'clock. Mrs.
tertained at Thanksgiving dinner at O G. Kalloch catering.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Fuller, where they are now living.
Herbert Stover, Jr., of Brockton,
The guests were Mrs. Mary Veazie, Mass., has been spending the week
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Veazae and with his mother, Mrs. Maude Stover,
daughter Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Frank W. Fuller and William Feehan. Davis, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan.
Mrs. Fuller's relatives. Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice McKusic of Eastern Radio
A. C. Ramsdell and Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Trecartin joined the group in School. Boston, was a holiday visitor
the evening with movies and songs. at his home on Spruce street.

The Thanksgiving spirit held sway
The R. P. Club was entertained
at
Rotary Friday. Host Eugene as
Tuesday afternoon by Mrs. Ted Da
sisted
by one of his waitresses dished
vis, at which time Mrs. Grant Young
was showered with lots of dainty up pea soup in a poverty luncheon
gifts. Refreshments were served.
that culminated in doughnuts and
coffee.
Miss Janet M. Keene, a student of
Visiting Rotarians were: Dr. C. H.
Smith College was the guest of her Jameson, Camden; Frank Poland, I
brother Wilson B. Keene, a junior Boston; Dr. Taylor Pasadena, ac
at M.I.T. over the holiday.
companied by J. E. Morrow of Lowell,
Mass., as his guest, and Elmer True
Robert Russell has returned from of Hope.
a visit with relatives in Canton.
Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the Con1 gregational Church, speaker for thc
Mr. and Mrs. George Blake and ) day gave a comprehensive informa
daughter Miss June Blake. Patricia tive talk on what he called Santa
Maxwell of Hallowell and Herbert Claus' Front Yard or the old Hud
Lord of Thomaston were Thanksgiv son Bay territory of the Canadian
ing guests of Mrs. Hazel Nash.
Northwest. He reviewed the enor
mous returns from the fur trade and
Scribblers' Club will meet Tues
from the grain producing lands in
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
later years.
Maurice Lovejoy, Talot avenue.
Then he launched into a detailed
Mrs. Frank Achorn and Mr and story of the rich mineral deposits of
Mrs. W. A. Kennedy had Thanksgiv copper, silver and gold now being
ing dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Mau mined on a huge scale; gold alone
running as high as three to five milrice B. Kennedy. Hill street.
i lion dollars per year. Add to this sum
Shakespeare Society meets Mon j the return on other minerals and the
day night to study "Modem Drama.” profit amounts to approximately
Mrs. H. B. Fales will be hostess and twenty-four million dollars. And as
yet, said the speaker, the surface of
Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy leader.
the resources in this great area has
Miss Betty Moffatt of Charles only been scratched.
River. Mass., is the guest of Mr. and
Life is still very primitive *in this
Mrs. Hiram H. Crie.
colntry. The people live as they did
many years ago. At thc present time
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown, son only seventeen white women live in
Richard and Mrs. Anna M. Brown tha mining settlement.
spent Thanksgiving in Lewiston with
Clarence F. Brown and family.
"Barrington Bill" Hayes, scout for

Mrs. Willis Witherspoon of Pulpit
Mrs. Grace Kellar and Mr. and
Mrs. George Moody had as Thanks Harbor. North Haven, is spending the
giving guests Mr. and Mrs. W. H. winter with Mrs. Norman Crockett
Esancy of Union and Mrs. M. J. Ox on Camden street,
ton of West Rcckport.
Mr. and Mrs. Wollaston Weeks of
Mrs. John Smith Fogg of Biddeford Damariscotta were visitors yesterday
and Rockland was a dinner guest in this city.
Thanksgiving Day of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Miss Rose Adams of the WassooP. Starrett, Thomaston.
keag School faculty ln Dexter, is
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Chavonelle and spending the holiday weekend at her
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pooler of Water home on Berkeley street. George J.
ville were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Adams, who is a faculty member of
Chavonelle. Jr., of 56 Talbot avenue, the Kingsword School at Hartford, is
also home for the Thanksgiving
for Thanksgiving dinner.
j recess.
the New York Yankees, is spending
Mrs. Marion Carter and daughter j
Miss Annie B. Dean and Fred the holiday weekend with Mr. and
Bernadetta of Attleboro, Mass., were I Mrs. Clifford Dennison had a family
Hinkley motored from Portland Mrs. Donald Perry.
Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr. and j group at dinner Thursday, her guests
Wednesday to spend the holiday.
Mrs. George A. Carter, Lake avenue. being Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan and
Supt. George J. Cumming and fam
Mr. and Mrs. Carter's grandchildren. family, Ernest Gray and son. and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis F. Lynch and
Miss Jeannette Carter and Miss Ruth and Mrs. Fred Fernald cf Thomaston. children spent Thanksgiving with ily are spending the weekend at Supt.
Cummings former home in Houlton.
Carter of Camden street were also
relatives in Rangeley.
Mrs. Elmer Bird, Mrs. Sidney Bird
guests.
Miss Muriel McPhee and Miss
and son Richard Bird, spent Thanks
Mrs. Eugene M. O'Neil who has
Miss Elzada North of Boston was giving Day with Mr. and Mrs. Robe: t been confined to her apartment by Catherine Chisholm came home from
holiday guest of her father. Dr. C. D. Hudson in Augusta. They were Joined illness, has resumed her position at Gorham Normal School Wednesday
making the trip with Mr. and Mrs.
■North.
by Adriel Bird and Elmer Pird who the hotel desk.
Percy
McPhee.
planed from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover had as
Universalist circle supper will be
Mrs. Katherine Sharpe of New
gueses on Thanksgiving Day. Mr. and
Mrs. Annie Randall and son Joseph served in the vestry Wednesday,
Mrs. W. A. Glover. Dr. and Mrs. John cf Boston are visiting Rockland rela Dec 1. Miss Harriet Parmalee. chair York was in the city for the holiday,
the guest of Iher mother, Mrs. E. D.
Smith Lowe, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred tives.
man, will have as assisting helpers, Spear.
’
Knight, Miss Mary LaCrosse. Howe.
Mrs. A. B; Cooper, Mrs. E. B. Sleeper,
Miss Emma Harvey has as weekend
William, Sam and Kent Glover.
Mrs. Philip Thomas, Mrs. E. E. Stod
Hezekiah Crandall spent the holi
1 guest Miss Marjorie Davis of Gardiner.
dard,
Mrs. R. L. Smith. Mrs. Lester day with his son Roderick at Isles
Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. (B. W. Bisbee and Sherman, Mrs. J. B. Robinson. Miss boro and will remain over the week
land and Mrs. Cleon Butler of Union
motored to Portland for the holiday. daughter Dorothy were holiday guests Lucy Rhodes, Misses Jane Trussell, end.
of Mrs. Bisbee's mother. Mr.s. Leslie Miss Jennie Brown, Mrs. A. F. Rus
sell, Miss Mabel Lamb, Miss Lillian
Mr and Mrs. Horace Maxey were
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan was hostess Feyler in East Waldoboro.
Nash. Mrs. Charles 3chofield and home from Norway to spend Thanks
to the N N. Club Tuesday afternoon
Mrs. H. H. Flint, Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Mrs. Kenneth Wiggin.
giving Day and the weekend.
at her home on Main street. Honors
in bridge went to Mrs. Albert Blais Miss Daphne Winslow. Mrs. William
Flint and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Noyes
dell and IMrs. Charles Hall.
were in Portland Wednesday, where
Cleveland Morey ate Thanksgiving they attended the wedding and recep
dinner with hls parents, City Treas tion of Miss Dorothy Marston and
urer and Mrs. Charles H. Morey. He George Webster, at the Marston
returns to Boston Monday.
home. Following the ceremony. Mrs.
William Flint proceeded to Massachu
Alfred Greenlaw, home for Thanks setts for a visit with her mother and
giving and the weekend. goes to Syra sisters in Marlboro.
cuse. N. Y., to take a new and more
•important position.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith and
daughter Nathalie of South Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harvey ar.d were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Austin
sons spent the holiday in Alfred, Smith for Thanksgiving dinner.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Milton W.
Weymouth.
"Toppy' Bird is home from tlie
Noble-Greenough School, Dedham,
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of Mass., to spend the holiday weekend
Augusta r-pent Thanksgiving at ««l*l wlth his mother, MrS. B1» Bird,
former Rockland home.
!
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery had
Beano will be played at the home J as dinner guests Thursday their son
We are making marked re
of Mrs. Lester Plummer, Pleasant j Charles and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
ductions on all our Furs.
street. Monday night, for the bene Hodson and son Spaulding of Water
This is an unprecedented
fit of the apron committee, under thc ville. who are also remaining for the
auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent. Mrs. weekend, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kit
buying opportunity. In our
Maude Cables and Mrs. Carrie House, tredge cf Portland and Mr. and Mrs
stock are—
chairmen. The annual fair takes Charles Berry and daughter Marie.
place Dec. 6 at Grand Army hall.
• Hudson (Seal
Miss Edith Keller of Thomaston
(Seal Dyed Muskrat)
Mrs. Frank Fields. Mrs. E. W. Free who spent the holiday with her
man and Mrs. Flora Fernald were the sister, Mrs. Marie Hammond in Port
• Persian Lamb
prizewinners when Chummy Club met land. was the guest on her return of
this week with Mrs. H. R. Mullen.
(Black or Gray)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jordan, Broad
Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross were street.
• Krimmer Caracul
entertained at Thanksgiving dinner
Mr and Mrs. Leroy Gorrie of West- j
by Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Curtis and brook were guests over the holiday of
• Leopard Cat
Mrs. Pierce the occasion being the their daughter, Mrs. R. L. Stratton.
73d birthday of Col. Cross. The holi
• Mink Dyed Muskrat
day dinner was supplemented with
Mr. and Mrs. George Huntley of
a birthday cake. Col. Cross received Limerock street, entertained Thanks
• Silvertone Muskrat
many gifte, some from points as re giving Day Harry C. MacDonald of
mote as Wilmington, Del , and he New London, Conn.. Senator D. E.
• Raccoon
counts tt one of the happiest occa Riley of Ottawa. Canada. Miss Edith
• Caracul
sions he can remember. Tonight Col. Riley, and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett
(Black or Brown)
and Mrs. Cross are observing their and family.
36th wedding anniversary.
• Gray Siberian Squirrel
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Small, sons
End of the Month Sale at Bur- Douglas and Everett and Mrs. John
• Black Pony
CLOTH
dell's Dress Shop. 25 Women's and Small attended the gathering of the
• Mendoza Beaver
Misses Dresses marked very low for Doucette family at the home of Mr.
COATS
and Mrs Charles Ingraham in Rock
(Dyed Cony)
immediate clearance.—adv.
port Thanksgiving Day. Mr. and
Finest Grade very
• Lapin
sharply lower in
Mrs. Everett Libby and daughter
price.
(Dyed Cony, Brown or Gray)
Katherine of Manchester. N. H.. ar
See Them Today!
rived as the family sat down for
• W hite Lapin Ev g Capes
We are ready to make
dinner, making the party complete.

Furs at “Greens”
SHARPLY
REDUCED!!

Boxwood Wreaths

BOXWOOD WREATHS
for the cemetery

$2.00 to $5.00 each
If you want something more
“durable" ask for our new, ready
made—

“PINEWAY” WREATHS
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

140-tf

George L. True, teacher in Malden
High School, with Mrs. True and son
■ Robert were holiday visitors of her
| parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran.
I Mr. True and Robert have gone to
.Flying Point, Freeport, where they
1 expect opportunity to test their
| markmanship cn the deer, with which
his farm th'ere abounded, last sum
mer. Mrs True is extending her
visit over the weekend with her par
ents,

We specialize in fitting made to measure coats in

the higher price brackets from specially selected skins.

LUCIEN K. GREEN

... and av>w
Illustration shows Oldamobile equipped with Automatic Safely Tranamiaaion, optional at extra cost.

STEP AHEAD AND
BE MONEY AHEAD

DBIVEAN-

OLDSMOBILE

March, “First Regiment," Ascher;
Principal Cunningham in brief re
clarinet ensemble, 10 clarinets; marks praised the work of these
trumpet solo, “When I Grow Too Old toung artists and expressed much
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club
------took unto itself a new member Tues- ( Only Four Months Old Yet to Dream" Neil Brown; band, “Pan- ! satisfaction with the progress made
day night in the person of Dr. Sher
Presents Show Worthy of sy Waite,” Ascher; saxophone en-1 since thc band's organization last
semble, 9 saxophones; band, Noc- July.
wood Armstrong, the obligation being
Blue Ribbon Award
fume, Ascher; piccolo duct, Hazel j Preceding thc program and begiven by former District Governor
Nutt and Carolyn Andrews; band, I tween parts music was furnished by
George W. Dyer. Frank A. Winslow
A gathering of parents and friends
“America.''
Fish's Orchestra.
of Rockland presented his lecture
which nearly filled Rockport Town
"When the Ghost Walks.”
John Miller and Marcus Chandler hall enjoyed the excellent program
and family of Portland were holiday presented by the recently organized
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
' guests of the former’s parents, Mr. High and Grammar School Band
and Mrs. Fessenden W. Miller.
under the direction ot the leader,
Llewellyn Bridges of Ellsworth Clarence Fish.
spent the weekend with hts parents
The performance assumed the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges.
form of minstrels, with Donald Welt
Robert Trask, a student at the starring as interlocutor and ably sup- !
Gorham Normal School, passed the ■ ported by his colored end men, |
(THE GIRL WHO HAD A DATEl
holiday recess with his parents. Mr. 1 Carroll Richards Elizabeth Lane, Ar
j^^frlTH
ItVITH THE WORLD EVER SINCEFF
9
and Mrs. Fred Trask.
lene Tominski, Maurice Marston,
'THREE SMART GIRLS
”!,, . .
"THREE
GIRLS"!
Mrs. Robert K Remington of New . Frederick Lane and Bernard Andrews
nFANNA HIIRRIN in
P.
Bedford. Mass., has been recent guest and a large circle of High School
of her sister, Mrs. Allie O. Pillsbury. , students.
Local hits and wise cracks fur
and,
Norman Marriner, a student at the
nished
ample amusement, the audi
. U. of M. was a weekend visitor at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ence showing their appreciation by
frequent bursts of laughter and ap
ADOLPHE MENJOU • ALICE
Earl Marriner.
plause.
BRADY.
MISCHA AUER
Ralph Satterlce and Edward Biack
Numbers introduced in the first
ington of Concord, |Mass.. spent the
part were: Opening chorus, en
holiday with relatives here.
semble; songs, “For the First Time in
Francis French of New Britain. 24 Years," Frederick Lane; "Whispers
Conn., is in town for a few days.
in the Dark." Gladys Noyes. "A.B.C.
Mrs. E, G. Wiley underwent an Days," Neil Brown; "Pay Day in New
operation at the Community Hospi Orleans," Elizabeth Lane; “Cabin of
tal this week.
Dreams," Earlene Davis; “I Ain't
Maynard Heal of Bloomfield. N. J., Nobody's Darling f Bernard. An
passed the weekend with his parents, drews; “That's thc Natural Thing To
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Heal.
Do," and "Vieni Vieni,” Donald Welt;
Fred Simpson is assisting in the tap dance, “I'm Afraid of Bees," Ar
lene Tominski; grand finale by entire
Sandwich Shop on Main street.
Rev. and Mrs. Chauncey Stuart company, School Song.
The second part was an instru
and family of Hollis Center, were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry mental olio introducing the new
band, clarinet section saxophone
Clark.
section, trumpets, piccolos and bass
' Warren Prince of Boston has been
ensemble.
The program: Band,
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
March "Forward;" band, waltz, “Soft
Edward 'Prince.
Music;" trumpet duet, Carroll Rich
George W. Higgins. Commander of ards and Maurice Marston; saxo
"BARRIER”
NOW
the Freeman-Herrick Camp, United phone solo Dorothy Keller, band,
with
PLAYING
LEO CARILLO. JEAN PARKER
Spanish War Veterans, has been ap
pointed one of the National Aides on
Shows: Matinee 2;
the staff of the National Commander
Evg. 6.30, 8.30,
MONDAY-TUESDAY
[in Chief. U.S.W.V.
Cont. Saturday
*■* 1 '*
Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury F. Cushing
2.00 to 10.30
Bncklend
Tel. 8W
of the Hotel Statler in Boston, spent
I the weekend at their summer home
"Tlie Gables,” on Chestnut hill.
Edward Dearborn is critically ill
1 at his home on Bay View street.
Funeral services for William C.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Wiley who died Wednesday were held
slsrrhf,
yesterday from Good's funeral home.
SUNDAY-MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28-29
Rev. W. F. Brown officiating. In
Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell
terment was in Lincolnville.
in
• • • •

CAMDEN

Rockport School Band

V

DEANNA DURBIN I

100 MEN

GIRL

and LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

A NEW UNIVERSAL PICTURE

M.Dodd
Takes the Air

The Comique Theatre

KENNY BAKER

“LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN”

Mrs. Maude Butler

Maude, wife of Simeon N. Butler,
died suddenly Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Butler was born in Liberty,
daughter of Edward and Mary (Sher
man) Mitchell and had been.a resi
dent of this town for the past 34 j
i years.
Besides her husband, she leaves
[several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held from the
residence Saturday at 2 o’clock. Rev.
W. F. Brown officiating. Eurial will
be in Union

ALSO SUNDAY ONLY—DOUBLE FEATURE

“RANGE DEFENDERS”

with the Three Mesquiteers
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

ScUvoZuL G.
TODAY
DICK FORAN
in
"PRAIRIE THUNDER'

End of the Month Sale at Burdijii's Dyess Shcp 25 Women's and
Misses Dresses marked very low for

J 1 immediate clearance—adv,

ROBINSON
fflE LOST GANGSTER,
JAMES STEWART • ROSE STRADNER
LIONEL STANDER • DOUGLAS SCOTT
JOHN CARRAOINE • SIDNEY BIACKMER

Furs Remodeled and Repaired
1 6 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel, 541 Rockland

FtA

Screen o/er by JOHN MAHIN

TEL. AM

Happy Hope Farm

Guardians
of Our Coast

DOINGS OF NATIONAL GRANGE

Here Are Some More Family
Names Worked Into a
(Continued from Page One)
tangling alliances or W’ars of ag
gression; provide armament adequate
Clever Skit
vides exemptions for small incomes—

always basing taxation upon ability
J Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
We noted your suggestion that to buy.
7. Foster co-operation
among
I others try their pens at composing
1 farmers and ‘farm organizations as a i
Oh. smacks are steady, and yachts are
skits using family names, so here's means of solving their problems; co
swift.
And sloops are white and new.
operation to be successful must be
But there’s never a ship so fine to see. my effort.
Old Man Schooner, as you!
Mr. Beane, a Farmer, having too j based upon sound business principles
—Rachel Field.
many Beeres. Rhode an Orkes across —one member—one vote—efficient
Portland Head

Clyde Grant and family of Cape
Elizabeth were callers last Satur
day evening at the home of P. O.
Hilt.
Capt. Ingalls, superintendent and
T J. Sampson, assistant superintend
ent Inspected the station Tuesday.
Miss lAlice Jones of Portland and
Peaks Island was guest Sunday of
Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
Earl Barter of Portland called
Monday night on P. O. Hilt.
Mrs. Frank Hilt Mrs. Thayer Ster
ling, Mrs. Clyde Grant and daughter
Patricia motored to St. George Wed- I
nesday and were guests of Mrs. Lucy I
Robinson , Mrs. Annie Kinney and
Miss Nannie Kinney.
Old man winter was quite evident
here last Sunday when snowflakes
were falling thick and fast. What
fun watching snow come tumbling
down! Bleak November is on the
way out. Someone tells us when
days go so quickly it is a sure sign
old age is creeping on. If that is
true, some of us must be getting a
wee bit older for days certainly are
1
llylng beyond recall. Anyway our
motto is “Onward,” whether time
goes fast or slowly.
• • • •
Matinieus Roek

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ball enjoyed
a two weeks' vacation recently. They
visited relatives in Lynn. Mass., and
also in Wilton and Millbridge
We are very pleased with the new
cable which has been laid. The
efficient work of the crew of Lhe
Pequot is certainly appreciated.
Carle Small of Eastport, visited at
the home of Roscoe Fletcher recently.
When he returned Mrs Fletcher and
young daughter accompanied him.
Supt. Ingalls. Asst. Supt. Sampson
and Representative Giver, visited
this station Oct. 15 for Inspection.
Signing off with the usual good
wishes to all lightkeepers, Coast
Guardsmen and their families.

for national defense, take the profits
out of war by conscripting wealth
and industry as well as man power.
....

By Lewis H. ('arris
Managing Director, National Society for the Prevention of Blindness

This is one of six articles furnished
by tive National Health Council and
published by The Courler-Oazette as
a part of the national campaign of
public education to aid the 1937
Community Mobilization for Human
Needs.
Almost complete eradication of
some of the principal eye diseases
causing blindness, and a great re
duction in the number of eye acci
dents resulting in loss of sight may
be confidently expected in the United
States. Our experience indicates
(hat most of (he pr,ncipa] causes Qf
lQss pf vlsjQn gre absolutely prevent.

Check this gas on the road

I

BUY THE NEW
at

Stanley’s Service Station
Steps to remove roadside signs
“which are so close to the edge of CORNER MAIN & WINTER STS.
139*S*145
highways that they create highway
hazards” have been taken by Ser
geant Francis J. McCabe, Director
of the State Police Highway Safety
BUY THE NEW
Division.
1938 TYDOL GASOLENE
“We are warning persons who are
at
displaying these signs too close to
FLYE
’
S
GARAGE
the highways to remove them,” Mc
221 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Cabe said, "and if the situation then
139"S-145
is not remedied, subsequent action
will be taken.
"We plan to advise these persons
BUY THE NEW
whether or not their signs are too
close to the edge of the road. Many 1938 TYDOL GASOLENE
at
accidents have been due to signs
too near the highway. The signs have
MESSER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.
become a menace to travel, and our
13»*S'145
action is simply in the interests of
safety."

AND SILVER
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

from the disagreeable symptoms of Round Worm
infestations have been attributed to Dr. True’s
Elixir by enthusiastic parents who have given
their children the benefits of the double properties
of this esteemed family medicine. It is recom
mended as a laxative and to expel Round Worms
• Used for 86 Fears •

Dr.True’s Elixir

I

Highway Signs Which Constitute |
1938 TYDOL GASOLENE
Traffic Menaces Must Go

GOLD

recoveries/

THE OBSERVER '

WILL REMOVE THEM

WE BUY

PREVENTION OF BLINDNESS IN THE U. S.

ASTONISHING

has become much better known
through research on vitamins. AbNational Grange Favors
sence of vitamin A from the diet,
for instance, may result ln "night
Continued program for improved
blindness" which is manifested by a
farm-to-market roads, and construcTHE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE ANO ROUND WORM EXPELLER
difficulty in seeing under faint illution of Iow cost gravel roads on mail
mination as ln the twilight.
routes, where more expensive type
a Wilde Moore to the Southard, then management and absolute control by
For children with seriously defecconstruction is not practicable.
tive. administrative or political con ment from the Department of Agri
up a Hill he did Gallop. Having a farmers themselves.
tive vision 177 communities in the
An
adequate
system
of
sound
work

culture
to
the
Department
of
the
In

trol.
Gunn he shot at a Hawke but It
8. Make the Extension Service
United States new maintain sight
able crop insurance.
Administration of relief by local terior, and the creation of a national
proved a Martin. He took a Beede at, more helpful to agriculture by:—
saving classes in thelr school sys
department of conservation.
Lowest possible interest rates for agencies as far as possible.
a Wiley T\)X. carrying a Drake.
(a) Separating this tax-supported
tems. Eight thousand boys and girls
The
pending
"train-length”
Adequate weed control through the
A Dean called. "Why do you Ride- service and participation in its ben farmers consistent with sound loan
are enrolled in these classes, where
use of most scientific eradication railway bill, and such other restric
principles.
eflts. from any farm organization.
out?”
they receive a full and normal edu
tive requirements in transportation
(b) Relieving county agricultural Support of farm-owned and farm- methods.
“To Marr-e my Sweet Hart, he an
cation. while their remaining sight
Inclusion of county, State. Federal as may result in higher freight rates
swered. his voice a Strong Carrol note. agents of administration burdens so er-controlled co-operatives for buyis conserved as much as possible, and
and other public officials, not except on the handling of farm products.
A Turner two—at the Corner—and that they may devote all their time ing and selling,
able—just as preventable as small they are guided toward the selection
ing the Judiciary, within the require
Depriving the United States Su pox, yellow fever, diphtheria, typhoid of occupations which will not in
up a Lane and he came to a Stahl at to the purposes for which the serv
Extension of rural electrification
ment to pay Federal income taxes. preme Court of the power to pass on fever and many other diseases. We crease their difficulties. These spe
her House. "Bemis up and to the ice was established.
privileges as rapidly as possible with
More attention to vocational agri constitutionality of Acts of Congress. have every reason to believe that the cial educational facilities are needed,
(c) Providing ample funds for ag increased appropriations as fast as
Parsons!' he cried, with a Swift kiss
culture. 4-H Club work. Future Farm
ricultural extension, education and they can be wisely used.
and the Biggers hug.
Ratification of the Argentine. Sani ratio of the blind to the general pop however, by 42,000 other children.
ers and similar youth encouragement. tary Pact, with its threat of another ulation will continue to decrease
“Vou Poor Fish!” she exclaimed. research.
The books used ln these classes are
Strengthening of marketing agree- j
More severe laws and penalties to outbreak ln this country of the Foot I steadily If science and education per- ln very large type. Much of the work
9. Make the Farm Credit Ad
“You re t0° Oushee! Nd
ments and maximum effort to bring protect farmers and ranchmen from
sist in the movement for prevention is done on the blackboard to relieve
and Mouth disease among livestock.
f°r„\°?/T222??“^. ministration of continuing benefit to
producer and consumer into closer th€fts of poultry and nwstock.
farmers
by:
—
of blindness and the conservation of eyestrain. Adjustable seats and desks
'til you sell that Steere and buy
The
spread
of
legalized
gambling
telations for mutual benefit
Registration of aliens and depor(a) Creating a bi-partisan board.
I are used, and particular care is exDodge Carr.”
and the operation of any play or vision.
A far-reaching program to con- j tation of all who refuse to become
They saw M Spear, har Rich father with terms of members staggered, to
Altough blindness has been reduced ercised in regard to the lighting argame of chance for gambling pur
rious farm products for the purpose naturalized within a reasonable
Cumming. With a Savage glance at adinister farm credit,
through the development of medical ’ rangement ln the classroom. Every
poses.
on
of eliminating the surplus of such' period.
knowledge and surgical skill and' child is taught the touch system on
the Young Mann he Sterne Lee said.
<b) Revising interest rates
Admission of Hawaii to statehood.
An adequate excise tax on tapioca,
“You can't Winn my Childe until farm loans downward, where farm farm Products,
through the elimination or reduction the typewriter as soon as possible
All advertising of alcoholic bever
your Wadsworth mine. Goode Day. loan bonds have been refunded at
A far-reaching program to con-1 *ago and cassava starches now enof disease, this has been ofTset by the so that the eyestrain of handwriting
ages by newspapers, periodicals, radio
sir!•'
lower rates.
serve the forests and wild life of the , tering this country duty free.
fact that eye injuries from accidents may be avoided.
I wish to thank Tlie Courlcr-Ga(c) Providing farm credit at low- nation; such activities always admin-1 Amendments to improve admin- or other publicity methods.
are becoming more frequent. We! Special facilities for educating
Continued issuance of tax-exempt hope to overcome these hazards handicapped children cost more than
zette for the gcod reports of the est rates consistent with sound busi- istered within the Department of Ag- Istration of Social Security set-up
securities.
and similar government agencies.
riculture.
through perfection of Industrial ma- those provided for children with norSpiritual Recovery Crusade. Mr Sav- ness principles.
Further importation of dried eggs, chinery and through widespread pub- mal sight. Tne most important Jus1
Education
in
public
schools
and
age being away. I have literally had 'o
10. Balance the Federal budget
Protection of tlie dairy industry by
[ tificatlon for the additional cost in
keep the home fires burning, and read- and insist upon economy and effl placing heavier duties on the impor-1I otherwise on the dangerous effects by the imposition of an excise tax lie education.
The greatest single victory in the volved through such methods is the
ing your accounts of the meeting ciency in local. State and Federal tation of oils, fats and nuts coming of narcotlcs and intoxicating liquors, on such products,
Severe penalties for motorists who |
struggle for the prevention of blind psychological state of handicapped
have been my only way of panic:- government; eliminate and forbid into direct competition with such
| drive while intoxicated.
ness has been the 75 percent reduc- chlldren. A child suffering from any
pating. It has been disappointing, duplication of public services; pro- products in the United States.
There is no finer way to remember tion during the past twenty-five years handicap is likely to develop combut I'm thankful for the good crumbs tect the taxpayer and always keep
A sound currency based on a dol-' Enactment of a truth-ln-fabrics
your friends than by sending them in the number of cases of blindness plexes and inhibitions arising dlsince I couldn't have the loaf of per- m mind that for everything asked lar of constant purchasing and debt- Iaw at earliest possible date,
sonal attendance at these inspiring from the government the taxpayers payjng value.
i Keeping farm organizations inde Christmas cards and Here at- r.o from ophthalmia neonatorum, com- rectly out of the handicap. If, in admeetings.
Nancy M. Savage.
must settle the bill.
„
' A graduated land tax to discourage P*"1 of Pederal
and P°litical finer Christmas cards loan those monly known as babies' sore eyes, dition, he develops a new set of comi
C(><,pera,i°n
g00d excessive land ownership and specu- support- with
relianc€ Placed with your name, and monogram too, Thls has been accomplished chiefly • plexes and inhibitions arising from
because of the fact that doctors and failure, he becomes doubly handiwill between government, labor, in- ,
—
upon a self-help program, independ if you choose.
, .
. c. ,
. ...
- I lation.
Our Personalized midwives are now required by law, capped.
dustry and i yiculture: build confi
ently maintained.
Christmas Cards are dignified and In nearly every State in the Union to
dence so tha recovery may go forGrouping of agricultural bureaus
ward, the wheels of industry may snd other Pederal agencies within the
National Grange Opposes
have prestige not obtainable ln any use a prophylactic solution in
Mrs. A I. Perry
turn faster, more people be em- Department of Agriculture.
Diversion of the gasoline tax or other form. See our line nor A eyes of infants at birth.
Recent studies Indicate that
ployed ar.d greater consuming power Keeping all semi-judicial bodies— other motor revenue to any purpose one dollar bill will buy from Id to 50
The sun Shone Nov. 22 on a world
be created.
like the Interstate Commerce Com- ] apart from the building and main- : cards, depending on the quality and larger amount of blindness is heredi
of white. Pine trees bent under a
12. Encourage world peace—by mission and the Federal Trade Com-! tainance of highways.
design. Postage 15 cents extra. The tary than has been generally realized.
: The relationship of diet to eye health
•
heavy blanket of snow, the result of strict neutrality and avoiding en-. mission—absolutely free from legisla-1 Transfer of the Forestry Depart- • Courier-Gazette.—adv.

two days' storm. Nearer the coast. ■
I heard that it rained. As I looked
over the fields of dead grass and i
stubble made lovely by a coat oi j
white, I sensed anew the wonderful
works of the Creator.
I wish to answer to thc roll call of
NOTICE TO MARINERS
N.C.C. 2 sent In such a pleasing man
Seacoast—Portland Harbor Ap ner by The Saunterer. I hope every
proach—Corwin Rock Lighted Bell one will at least say. “Present." I
Buoy 3 will be moved Into 100 feet. have been so bU6y all summer fight
2(4 miles, 103(4 degrees from Cape ing pests ln my garden that I have
Elizabeth Lighthouse about Dec. 15. had little time to write. I lost all
1937
my sweet com—got never an ear be
cause of the destructive work of poi- ;
THE LOG YARD
cupincs. However. I ended the ca
I For The Courler-Oazette)
reers of nine of the “varmints" and I
The log yard I remember where we used
have reason to hope that next year
to swim and play
In the pleasant days of summer of our fewer will appear.
childhood's happy day.
When the tide was up Inside lt and the
Skunks dug out many of my lovely
logs were floating free—
Booms and gaffs and bowsprits also with gladioli. Every night for nearly a
Jib boom and mast and knee.
month they would gouge spots on
I remember Its location ln the angle
of the dock
each side of the rows, which damage
With the fence of heavy timbers and
had to be repaired early the next
the shore of sand and rock
I remember how we youngsters used to morning. After a growing bulb is
watch the rising tide
In our eager expectation till lt flowed rooted out, it is spoiled for the sea
the fence Inside.
son.
How we left our flsh bait digging ln
the clam flats lying near.
October was given over to digging
Or our play upon the roof slope of the
and
storing my bulbs until I could
coal sh'ad without fear;
Our attention to the swallows nesting think of little else. Now I am busy
heath the storehouse eaves.—
When I think of how we stoned them getting things whipped into shape
my repentant spirit grieves.
for Christmas. There are children,
O what fun we had a-salllng on the grandchildren and great-grandchil
knees about the yard
With a stick for a propeller, and for dren to be made happy, regardless of
time paid no regard;
small incomes. A great deal of sew
In and out among the timbers that were
floating on the brine
ing has to be done here for I love
Underneath the piles of lumber, spruce
the spirit of Christmas.
and hemlock, hardwood, pine.
From the wharf edge overhanging shut
The yuletide season is important
ting out the sunshine bright.
Oft Imagined we were pirates and en to me, not alone for the Christmas 1
gaged ln many a fight.
How we skipped from boom to bow giving although that helps to keep
sprit! How we rolled the floating alive this blessed event, but because
logs.
TUI at last we missed our footing and I pause for a time in my busy life
got wet as any frogs.
to spread cheer and renew my faith ,
Then we stripped ouselves of clothing,
and give thanks for the birth of the
spread lt on the rocks to dry—
And again we went ln swimming, happy
Christ
Child. Commemorating His 1
now as finny fry
Many an urchin In that log yard, ln Its birthday anniversary, I strengthen
waters cairn and still.
Took hls very flrst strokes swimming. my own faith and love for humanity, j
What a ne'er forgotten thrill!
N.C.C. 4
—Allison M. Watts.
North Hope, Nov. 24.
Jamaica. Vt.

OLD

Every-OtKer-Day
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MAINE MUSIC CO.
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Check New Tydol

on the coldest morning for

its split-second, instant start

ing. Its lubricating quality

eases valves and pistons
into positive action.

Expert Radio Repair
AU makes radio receivers
Work Guaranteed
Tubes Tested Free

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Check New Tydol’s

improved anti-knock quality
for the smoothest gasoline

performance you ever en
joyed, without paying a pre

mium price.

I
I
I
I
I

Check New Tydol

in heavy traffic for quick get

for more mileage. It cuts

away— and on the hills for

down choking and shifting

better pull. There’s extra pep

to a minimum... and every

in every drop and extra

gallon contains oil for easier,

power in every gallon.

longer mileage.

Copyright 1937 by Tide Water Awniciated OO

DON'T MISS THIS NEW-VAUJE TYDOL...SOID at no

A PRODUCT OF TIDE WATER ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY

extpa cost

